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Two subpoenas quashed in Siel defense case 
By Tim Hilchey 
University of New Hampshire 
student reporters Joel Brown and 
Lau r a Meade who were 
subpoenaed for information 
concerning the November 14 
- murder of Joseph Woodside are in 
the clear-at least for now. 
The two were subpoenaed by 
Barney Siers defense attorney 
John Boeckler. Boeckler is 
representing Siel, a former UN H 
studenr'who was convicted earlier 
this year for the fir st-degree 
murder and attemted robbery of 
Woodside, a drifter and former 
Maine resident. 
Siel, 19, was sentenced to life in 
prison with no chance for parole, 
but was released from jail and 
granted a new trial · when the 
Supreme Court found that 
instructions given to the jury 
during the first trial were 
prejudicial to the defense . 
Attorney William Chapman, 
representative for Brown and 
Meade, entered a motion to 
.·•quash' the subpoenas to Straffor_d 
County · ~upenor Judge David 
Souter. 
According to Chapman, the 
subpoena was "for each to appear · 
for a deposition , bringing with 
them all documents concerning 
Woodside's" in"'.olvement with 
drug dealing in Durham. 
At their November 24 court 
appearance at Strafford County 
Superior Court, both reporters 
'respectfully declined' to provide 
their notes or the identities of their 
sources. 
Brown and Meade were only 
able to get the information they 
sought after promising those 
sources that their names would be 
kept confidential: 
On· December I Souter granted . 
•tne-m:ot10n to quash . . 
"JvuLc:l gtarnea · the motion to 
quash the subpoena without 
prejudice to the right of the 
def endent to come back- and 
reopen the record to introduce new 
evidence," Chapman said. 
On December 2 Souter granted 
the defense a continuance, m'oving 
the scheduled December 8 
commencement of Siers retria : 
ahead to an unspecified date. 
In order to obtain a court order 
requir~ng Brawn and Meade to 
turn over-the information Boeckler 
seeks, the defense · must 
demonstrate inability to get the 
evidence they seek elsewhere, 
something said they failed to do 
during the first trial datae . 
lioec'klef has said that evidence 
. ot Woodside 's drug dealings would 
. be favorable to defense because it 
l•rom left to right: Joel Brown, Attorney Bill Chapman, Laura Meade, and Associate English Professor Ron 
Winslow. (George Newton photo) · . 
would show that "a 'person or• 
persons other than the defendent 
had the motive and the 
opportunity to kill Woodside," 
Richard Keefe, Strafford 
County clerk of the court, said 
Boeckler filed for the continuance 
. to allow time to appeal Souter's 
decision to the Supreme Court. ·As 
ot today. no appeal had been 
received by the Supreme Court, 
according to their court clerk 
Ralph Wood. 
If an appeal is grante.d and the 
defense can prove to the Supreme 
Court Justi"ces that' there is no 
other way for them to substantiate 
claims that Woodside was dealing 
in drugs, then Brown and Meade 
may be asked to give up their 
information. 
Both reporters have said that 
they will not reveal their sources 
and their stand on this point could 
force the first decision on the First 
Ammendment in this state's 
history . 
· Foreign rel~tions Sanborn rejects CARP· 
rely on education · Handler denies an ap~eal -
Dr. Sven Groennings of the Senate Committee on Education. (Henri 
Barber photo) 
By-Einar Sunde 
Dr. Sven Groennings, senior 
staff member of the U.S. Senate 
· uocomtn1ttee on Education 
·poke to ··a crowd. ot approx1: 
mately 3P last night at the New 
England Center about the 
American university's role in 
fordgn policy. 
Groennings stressed repeatedly 
in 
I 
the class of 1954-sponsored 
~cc.t,rc ·that ·,nternat\0T1al =into-
1elat1onships on all levels were in 
a "clear upward trend." 
Education will play a "crucially 
important" role in building long 
term international relationships, 
Groenning said, but he added that 
• : there are problems to be overcome. 
"We're too busy listening to 
:ourselves, .. Groennings said. 
"That's one of our problems." 
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By Todd Balf 
The Collegiate Association for 
the Research of Principle's 
(CARP) was denied status as a 
student organization for the 
second time in a month by Vice 
President for Student A ff airs J. 
Gregg Sanborn. 
The six member Student 
· Organization Committee moved 
to def er the decision on CARP to 
Sanborn by a two-to-one margin 
with three· abstentions. 
CARP is a group representing 
Reverend .Sun Myung Moon's 
unification Church. 
After making his decision. 
Sanborn re.ad a prepared 
statement at the November 24 
meeting of the SOC. Sanborn's 
- statement explained that the 
University would not r'ecognize an 
organization which works against 
the 'University's educational 
mission.' 
Sanborn called CARP 
"primarily a recruitment branch 
for the Unification Church, and 
added "the Unificatio"n Church has 
openly admitted to deceptive 
practices" in the past. 
CARP was originally a student 
organization in 1974. 1,ts charter 
was revoked that year because of 
recruiting practices which resulted 
in a very high drop out rate at the 
University. In October, after 
reapplyir1g for status as a student 
organization, CARP was denied 
admissiqn because they did not 
fulfill University guidelines for 
membership. 
Sanborn· said CARP has 
continued such alleged practices as 
"exerting total influence over their 
. ~ember's lives, essentially rion-
exista nt community service, and 
so~icitation of money as a primary 
goal. 
. Cathy Aman, president of 
CARP said an appeal was filed 
with President Handler stating 
that the open meeting was a show'.' 
and the decision was made before 
any discussion. She said "the facts" · 
in Sanborn's statement on CARP 
were based on allegations. 
John Hose, assistant to the 
president, said the appeal has also 
been denied by Presjdent Handler. 
He said the appeal was denied 
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Wage hike ca uses unrest 
By Maria Horn 
A new federal ruling stating that 
all work-study students must be 
paid the minimum wage has 
caused some dissension among 
Memorial Union Building 
employees at UNH . 
1 he new federal legislation 
requires that all work-study 
students currently being paid sub-
minimum wage must now be paid 
the minimum, retroactive to 
October I. Before this ruling work-
study students were only required 
to be paid eighty-five percent of the 
minimum wage. 
This legislation does not affect 
non-work-study students currently 
being paid sub-minimum wage by 
. the University. 
The more experienced work- ·-
study students who have been on 
the job longer and have worked 
their way up to the minimum wage 
or above are resentful of the fact 
that they are noi getting the same 
16% raise that the newer students 
are, whose wage will go from $2.65 
to $3.10. 
lt is up to the individual 
employer to give any raises to · 
those making over $3.10. With this 
raise, these new employees will be 
making almost as much as those 
who have been on the job awhile . 
The major problems that this 
new ruling has caused are: 
--The raise will cost the MU B 
roughtly $10,000. 
--MU B building managers , who 
make over $3. IO, want a pay raise 
that will reflect the responsiblility 
of their job. 
--The more experienced employees 
who · make over $3. IO feel they 
should also get a raise._ 
--Budgets of work-study 
employers will be hurt. 
--Employers are required, to pay 
20% of work-study but no 
additional federal funds were 
~ranted to help pay _for this wage 
mcr~ase. ;--
, ','I always thought the base pay 
should have been the minimum· 
wage." says Laura Leavy, shop 
manager of Cat's Closet irt the 
MU B. "As an employer It put me 
in the position of having to 
apologize for the $2.65 an hour. 
But it has created problems in my 
MUB, page 10 
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Shroud of Turin: A 
. physical phenomenon 
By P. Rand Tracy 
· iJid Jesus Christ, by some 
mysterious means, leave the image 
of his body on a piece of cloth? 
John DeSalvo, biophysicist, 
spoke on the scientific studies of 
-the Shroud of Turin Wednesday 
night, in the Strafford Room of the 
Mub. 
DeSalvo ~o~e to a Saul 0 
Sidore Lecture Series audience of 
about 400 on the studies and 
theories which surround the 
ancient cloth. 
leave images such _as this on a 
cloth," DeSalvo· said ?f the _!act 
that dead peoples' bodies do not 
leave excretion marks tha_t f2.I:!!1 
perfect images of their bodies 
before riKor mortis. 
DeSalvo pointed 
different hypotheses concerning 
how the image was formed. 
The first hypothesis is that the 
~t.roud is a p~inting of a crucified 
man. This has been ruled out by 
DeSalvo and other leading 
_ scientists because the image is only 
on the surf ace of the cloth. "The 
image is quite like a burn mark . 
from an i'ron on an ironing board,"-
said DeSalvo. · 
The second is called the "direct 
The Shroud, a fourteen-foot 
long cloth, represents a physical 
phenomenon: a front and back 
image of a man brutally beaten, 
crucified, and wearing a crown of . 
thorns. What scientists have been 
studying, is how could a 
natural body leave such an 
imprint. 
contact" hypothesis. This would 
mean ·that someone took tne' 
corpse of a crucified man and 
with a ink or spice and get a 
reproduction. This has also been 
ruled out because a contact 
image could be distorted and miss 
out varieus features of the body. 
Also the ink or spice would 
penetrate through the cloth. A 
disected thread from the shroud 
shows that there is no penetration. 
Durham town employee Dave Orlando light_ing Christmas tree on Main Street. (Barbie Walsh photo) 
DeSalvo, e·quipped with slides 
and reproductions of the Shroud, 
discussed the Cloth's history and 
some hypotheses as to how the 
formation appeared. 
"The shroud surfaced in the year 
1353 in Leary France; thus if the 
cloth was a forgery, it would have 
been made prior to that date" said 
DeSalvo. He went on to say that 
scientists have found pollens on 
the cloth that come from the 
Mediterranean region. 
In 1532, the shroud mysteriously 
survived a fire in the castle it was 
being kept. After only suffering 
minor burn marks, it was taken to 
a church in Turin, Italy, where it 
received its name'. 
"An amateur photographer in 
1868 went to Turin, Italy to view 
the Shroud. When he .returned to 
his dark room, he was literally 
.shaking at the negative before 
him." De Salvo said that his 
negative made a positive image of 
the buried man's body. 
This finding prompted further 
interest in the Shroud, and some of 
the world's leading scientists began 
to study Jthe imprintation. 
"The natural body does not 
· "The third hypothesis was very 
interesting to scientists. It was 
called the Vaquet-Rath Theory" 
DeSalvo said. This theory 
supported the hypothesis that the 
body has urea that excretes 
through the pores after death. 
Amonia vapors reacted with the 
chemical elements oin the cloth to 
produce the image. 
This hypothesis was also ·cast 
aside because the image would be 
distorted (like the contact image) 
and would not pick up such details 
as the long flowing beard. 
An alternate to this theory was 
proposed in 1976. Two scientists 
obtained a photo of the shroud. 
They put the picture through a 
computer that brought the ma-n's 
image in three dimensions. 
From this, they hypothesized 
SHROUD," page 22 
In the Senate ... 
New screen 
· The Memorial Union Student Organization (M USO) was granted 
permission to spend $918.80 from previous years reserves to replace 
the screen damaged during the showing of Rocky Horror Picture 
Show in October. During the show, specators t_hrew eggs at the , 
screen, causing irreparable damage. 
The new screen will be a Day Lite 18 by 24 foot glassbead 
cineamscope. M USO will keep the old screen in case they show 
Rocky Horror Picture Show again. 
Expenditure okayed 
The Student Senate gave The New Hampshire permissioh to use 
$2,000 from previous years reserves for payment of the cost of 
supplies. 
Concept approved 
The UNH Student Press concept was renewed for the 1981-82 
academic year. Student Press publishes three literary magazines 
during the school year. 
N~w chairperson 
Maiia Levandowski was approved as chairperson of the Student 
Service~. 
.... ~·-- .,, . . . ... .. .. ~ ' . 
Peace Corps • -- Just a step away 
By Stacia Tolman 
When an American with a good 
job and a secure future leaves the 
U.S. to live and work for two years 
in a Third World country, it seems 
like a drastic move. When they 
return after two years, enthusiastic 
about their experience a·nd 
encourage others to do the same, it 
seems like a worthwhile drastic 
move. 
The Peace Corps is often the 
reason for such a move, according 
to two women recruiters who were 
on campus Wednesday and 
Thursday to answer questions. 
They had a table at the MU B, and 
showed a film ,to 35 students 
Wednesday night in the MUB's 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room. 
Jody Deutch, one of the 
recruiters, spent her two years in 
Chad, a little-known, poverty-
stricken West African nation. She 
· came out of her experience, "a 
changed woman". 
Deutch taught a group of village 
women nutrition and handicrafts. 
"It's really the volunteers who 
are improved more than the actual 
country," Deutch said. "You-can't 
expect that one person's 
contribution to a little African 
village is going to change the whole 
.country." 
Most volunteers benefit from 
· having to adjust to a completely 
_foreign environment anct·a- stfalige 
culture and language. They live 
without comforts like electricity, 
· cars, and running water. 
As a woman in the film said who 
worked in a Columbia woman's 
health clinic, "It's hard to convince 
women of the value of boiling 
unsanitary drinking water when 
they have to walk miles to a well to 
get it, gather wood to boil it, then 
wait four hours until it cools." 
The film showed an American 
engineer in Nepal who spent two 
years building a footbridge high 
over a mountain stream so village 
children could go to the school on 
the other side. 
This doesn't sound like a 
dazzling accomplishment, but it 
gave the engineer in the film "a new 
idea of my capabilities. You learn 
how to get things done in countries 
wh~re all the work is done by 
hand." 
Volunteers often have difficulty 
adjusting to the customs and 
attitudes of the Third World. 
Time is less important in Chad 
than in the U.S. 
"If you're used to getting a 
certain number of things done in a 
day, this can be a frustrating 
thing," Deutch said. ''But you 
adjust. Sometimes you have to 
drink six beers with a village 
official before you can talk · 
business. By that time, you can't 
talk. So you do it tomorrow ... 
What possesses people to spenu · 
two years without pay· man ahen, 
technoloajcally backward culture? 
Curiosity . and a desire to help 
have a lot to do with it. 
Jim Chickering, a senior 
majoring in Computer Science at 
UNH, gives his reasons. "I'm not 
really excited about entering the 
business world after I graduate. 
The peace Corps is more" of a 
challenge." 
It isn't easy to be accepted into 
· the Peace Corps. The ten-page 
application asks about specific 
technical skills, college degrees, 
and experience with working with 
people on an individual basis. . 
Formal training for the job takes 
12 weeks. The applicant takes 
intensive language and culture 
classes, and receives training for 
each job. 
Volunteers receive . a monthly 
allowance to cover expenses, as 
well as $3,000 to help them 
readjust to living in the U_S_ when 
they return. 
John F. Kennedy started the 
Peace Corps. He first mentioned it 
in 1960 when he was campaigning 
for president at the University of 
Michigan. He asked students how 
many of them would be willing to 
spend part of their lives helping 
people in other countries. 
It was officially set up in 1961 as 
a federal agency. Since then it has 
sent 72,000 Americans to more 
than 60 nations. · 
In each country. there is a Peace 
Corps headquarters, so volunteers 
are never really out of touch in case 
they become seriously ill or are 
endangered. 
The Peace Corps sends skilled 
Americans to developing Third 
World countries. According to one 
of their promotional pamphlets, 
their "overriding objective is to 
meet the basic human needs on an · 
individual level where it is most 
needed . 
"Peace Corps volunteers work 
to improve the health, agriculture: 
PEACE CORPS, page 18 
T-Hall • IS 
changing 
. By Cheryl Rock 
In ~he future, Thompson Hall 
may become an academic, as well 
as an administrative building if the 
Uni~ersity's . Campaign for 
Distinction fund raising effort is 
successful, says Felix (Skip) 
Devito Jr., manager of planning 
and engineering. 
The campaign's goal is to raise 
$18.2 million in the next three 
years, of which $1,450,000 will be 
used for the preservation and 
restoration of campus landmarks. 
The buildings proposed for 
renovation changes are Conant 
Hall, New Hampshire Hall, Hewitt .· 
Hall, and Thompson Hall. · 
"Thompson Hall is a highly 
symbolic center at UNH," Devito 
said, "and students should 
associate it with the high points of 
their academic endeavors." 
Devito has proposed that 
Thompson Hall be made usable '. 
for high level education, such as a 
place where students can present 
their thesis. He would also like to 
· see it made into an area where 
students can meet with other 
students or faculty to work 
together outside of the classroom 
or faculty staff office. 
"I hope it can be used as a type of 
general turf," Devito said, "and 
that everyone at one time or 
another can utilize it, and not just 
one specific area of education." 
Once the university gets 
funding, Devito estimates that the 
remodeling changes will take only 
a few months to complete. 
"Changes are being made in 
Thompson Hall constantly," 
Devito said, .. and once we make_ 
the plans and begin to work on 
them the changes will be more • 
. gradual and direct." 
Devito speculates • that the . 
changes will include the reopening 
of the front entrance of the 
building, which is now . used as 
office space. He feels the building 
must also be made more accessible 
to handicapped persons and he 
hopes to restore the building's 
interior. 
"I would like to restore the 
original architecture of the first 
floor," Devito said, ••which has 
been chopped up and washed over 
by many different interior styles 
over the years. It needs to be 
brightened up too." 
Academics will be located on the 
main floor of the building and only 
those offices on the floor, that need 
better facilities will - be moved. 
Devito did not say where the office 
would be relocated. 
· "We will probably end up 
clearing the entire first floor, 
making the front entrance usable 
again." Devito said. ••but I hope 
that there can be an entwining of 
academics and administration in 
the future." 
For now. with no plans or 
designs drawn up, these 
renovations remain Devito"'s 
private goal of making for 
Thompson Hall into the 
appropriate symbol it represents. 
He is optimistic. however. and said 
- that President Handler is receptive 
to the idea. 
·•1 believe the changes will 
<'ccur:· Devito said. ''but it 
remains to be seen." 
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Senate approves proposed rebates 
By Greg Flemming 
The Student Senate unanimous-
ly accepted the energy surcharge 
proposals for next semester of $60 
for Residential and $45 for 
Academic Sunday evening. 
The bill also stated that . the 
.. administration will consider 
rebates for both tbe Resident 
surcharge and Academic 
surcharge provided a surplus is 
generated sufficient . to cover the 
administrative costs." 
.. The University will support the 
idea of a rebate with the 
understanding that the cost of that 
rebate will be taken from the 
surplus," said Gregg Sanborn, 
acting vice president of Student . 
Affairs. 
But he added, .. We anticipate 
with these figures we will not .have 
to get into a rebate system." 
If, because , of a mild winter, · 
stable oil prices, or conservation, a 
substantial surplus remains from , 
either of the surcharges, checks 
will be sent to students. All 
students would receive an 
Academic surcharge rebate, while 
Qnly students living in University 
residence halls would receive a 
Residential surcharge rebate. 
Christy Houpis, chairperson of 
the Financial Affairs and 
Administration Council, is pleased 
. with the new bill "because it takes 
into account the overhead 
exp_enses of a rebate." 
••Essentially it's the same bill we • 
passed at the November 12 
meeting," he added. To administer 
a rebate would cost from $6,000 to 
$7,000, according to ·sanborn. If 
the surplus were less than this, 
there would be no rebate,'Sanborn 
said. , 
This figure is based on an 
estim~te of 40 cents per check, 
including mailing costs. For an 
Academic rebate approximately 
10,000 checks would be sent out; 
for Residential 4,500 to 5,000 
checks. The bill states that the 
administration will discuss any 
possi~ility of a surcharge rebate 





By Nancy Hobbs 
UN H's energy self-help program -
could have a considerable effect on 
. the possible reduction of the 
surcharge according to energy 
conservation technicians Martyn 
Shepherd and John French. 
"It (self-help) saves money, "said 
H:rnk Do?ier, assistant director of 
services at Physical Plant 
Operation and Maintenance (PPO 
& M), "but, there are no figures. 
There is no way to measure or 
show a savings." Dozier said that 
only a few buildings on <::amp us are 
equipped with meters . 
Shepherd specualted that in two 
, months, 9ver $6,500 has been 
saved by putting plastic up and 
caulking windows. 
The self-help program began in 
Deecmber 1979 and resumed 
operation on October first this 
year. , 
The program was created 
through the combined efforts of 
Patrick Miller, the present director 
of the physical plant at Phillips 
Exeter Academy, Energy 
Cattails on Mill Pond. (llarbie Walsh photo) 
Technician John French and 
Interim Vice President for 
financial affairs and administra-
tion Jim Smith. 
Students help design campus 
By Cheryl Rock 
Architectural students' input is . 
significant in helping University 
architects plan and design ongoing 
projects at the University of New 
Hampshire, according to Felix 
(Skip) Devito Jr., manager of 
planning and engineering. 
•'The students are not solely 
responsible in designing projects,•• 
Devito said. "of course, no one 
person ever is, but they have 
helped significantly in calculating 
and putting the designs together." . 
Devito, who also teaches 
Introduction to Architecture 455, 
says that students have done the 
ground work for several campus 
projects, which iriclude, the 
redesigning of the front entrance of 
the Memorial Union Building, so 
that it wili be accessible for the 
handicapped, relocating the Kari-
van service and university vehicles 
to an off campus location, to 
provide more on campus space, 
and rerouting campus pathways in 
addition to changing the ravine 
area. 
Johnathan Peirce, a sophomore 
economics major res1dmg in other 
Sawyer Hall. is presently working 
on the ravine project. 
.. We are redesigning the 
walkways," Peirce said, .. and 
developing a system to clean up the 
water. so sediments can settle 
before being ,swept down stream." 
Peirce and his class have also 
worked on several otbe_r pro_jects 
including an attempt at relocating 
the ceramic class's kilns and the 
redesigning of the MUB entrance. 
Students have also had input in 
renovations plans for some of the 
other buildings on campus such as. 
Thompson Hall, Conant Hall, 
New Hampshire Hall, and Hewitt 
Hall. 
"Students have been working 
with the School of Health Studies 
o·n plans for Hewitt Hall 
concerning additional space," 
Devito said, .. and they have put 
together the preliminary plans for 
the new nursing lab." · 
Construction of the new lab, 
which will be located in Hewitt 
Hall, will begin on January l, 
1981, and should be completed by 
mid-spring semester. according to 
Devito. The project will be funded 
by a federal grant of $52,000. 
The student's research and 
· designs usually have an affect on 
the final designing stages, as on the 
MU B project. says Devito, but in 
·the class their destinct role is to 
learn. 
The class, which Devito began 
teaching last year, is offered with 
the propo al that work will be 
based on the campus and that the 
students will be taught to see and 
approach projects. 
.. The class is two anct a half 
hours long,•• said Trncy Turmelle, 
a sophomore hoping to major in 
architecture ... We spend a lot of 
time talkin2 and discussing 
designing problems. In the first 
part of the course Skip tries to get 
us to unthink our (architectural) 
biases, such as why we think things 
have to be designed in certain 
ways. We are also taught a process 
for solving problems." 
Susan Dewsnap, a sophomore 
majoring in Fine Arts and Math, 
is working on finishing the plans 
for the MU B project and says she · 
believes that the class is taught in a 
practical method. 
••1t•s something that will be 
used," Dewsnap said, "not some 
off the wall design. You really get a 
feeling for what you~re doing." · 
The .class is made up of 21 
students, both men and women, 
from a variety of majors. Each 
semester there is a waiting list and 
this year eight students have 
requested to do independent 
studies. 
"It's not an easy course," Devito 
said. "It's rather tough and 
students are told at the beginning 
that they will be regarded as 
professionals and not spoon fed. 
They must have perseverance, 
initiative and care. But it must be 
rewarding for them, if they want to 
continue." 
Devito also commented that 
students have fresh view points 
and teaching the class has been 
rewarding·for him as well because 
he learns through theirexpfriences 
ARCHITECTS, page 12 
Miller will return to UNH on 
January 26 to fill the position of 
Campus Energy Engineer: He will 
work directlv with French and 
Shepherd on the self-help program 
and other energy conservation · 
measures according to Dozier. 
Self-help is designed for the 
University community to take care 
of energy problems or deficiencies 
in buildings, rooms or offices. This 
deals with air infiltration and 
~conduction including leaky doors 
and windows. 
The program takes care of 
energy deficiencies in buildings by 
offering wea theriza tionmaterials 
according to French and 
Shepherd. The materials are issued 
to stude~ts, faculty and staff who 
in turn take care of the installation. 
Supplies for weather stripping 
doors and windows are available 
from the Energy Office on the 
second floor of the PPO & M 
service building. Foam, tape, 
caulking, and bottom door 
weather stripping are used for the 
doors. A four ply plastic window 
can be applied with a tawo way 
t~pe that adheres to most surfaces 
for windows. 
Self-help has 'really taken off 
this year' according to French. 
"The program has doubled from 
last year in usage in the past two 
months," said French. 
•• Already we have issued 8.000 
square feet of plastic weather 
stripping as compared to a total of 
4,000 square feet for the entire 
program last year." French said. 
According to Dozier, $3,000 
worth of supplies were issued 
through October of tnis year. 
More publicity this vear has led 
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Help Prevent Bi~h' Defects.-
The Nation's Number One 
Child Health Problem. 
Support the 
March of Dimes 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION 
Don't Waste That 
Winter Break!! 
Up and coming weekly newspaper 
needs _ top freelancers to do news, 
features, reviews, and photography ... 
also ads work. Send clips a·nd samples 
to : Occupant · 
03824 Box 428 Durham, NH 
. 
NHWCA speaker · discusses world affairs 
continued from pag_e one 
The 46-year-old -staff member 
spoke about the decline of 
educational exchange programs 
such as the Fulbright program, 
which enables American educators 
to study abroad . 
"That (decline) can't continue 
without adverse consequences," 
Groennings said. 
In a reference to President-Elect 
Ronald Reagan's camo, 
Groennings predicted that the · 
new administration w·ould frozen," he predicted, "but he 
encourage good relations between ( Reagan) will meet great 
the educational community and resistence." 
foreign policy. Groennings explained that few 
"Reagan's record shows him to educational programs merited 
be very concerned with cutting. and that the problem in 
communication,,. Groennings obtaining funds for them was 
said. He cited Reagan's years of because few government officials 
experience in the media as were aware of the programs. 
evidence of this devotion. The u p w a rd t re n d of 
In response to a comment on international interrelationships is 
Reagan's intention of cut!ing unmistakable, he contended, 
governmental cost, Groennmgs describing it as a '_')-cur\-'.e". 
said that little change was hkely m -American univers1t1es will have to 
the Department of Educatiqn. adapt to this trend, Groennings 
"A lot of programs will be said, ,by increasing their 
---=--':"'"""-----------....:.....:-.----...:.-:;;.a ___ ___,~-~-"""7- international ties . . ·* .. t~· . · ·.. "The knowledge gap is 
- - sensational," he said, referring to 
S the lack of communication between American and foreign schools . · * Groennings called universities 
~ "exporters of ideas." and asserted 
~ that their importance to the 
i n t 'er n at i o n a I ex c ha n g e of 
information was immense . 
"The profound changes taking 
place in the world today are being 




to world · 




If you'·stop a student in the street 
and ask him what the New 
Hampshire Council on .World 
Affairs is. he may give you a 
strange look. but chances ar~- he 
won't know. By most accounts. 
this is unfortunate. 
In addition to sponsoring 
lectures such as the one give11 by 
Dr. Sven Groennings last night, 
the New Hamp~hire Counci! on 
World Affairs (NHCWA) eng:,1ges 
in a multitude of activities. all of. 
which a·re designed to edu,cate 
people about what's goin~ o.n in 
the world today. · 
According to Professor Dav\d 
Larson. Consultant to the council. 
it is a state-wfde organization. 
"The New Hampshire Council 
on World Affairs is a civic 
org~nization wh,ich is design~d to 
reach out into the community at 
large." says Larson. 
WITH 
Bill Chinnock 
A SCOPE presentation 
December 6th 





s10 General & 
at Door 
Limited Reserved Seats Available 
If the council has had trouble 
reaching students. they can't be 
blamed for not trying. There are 101 
high schools in New Hampshire. 
and N HCW A has been to every 
one of them. trying ·to make 
students aware of current iss 11es. 
N HCW A attempts to convince 
secondary school teachers to ~ut 
more emphasis on world affairs. 
which is also difficult. 
"It's kind of an uphill sturggle." 
says I.arson. . . . -
But the council. which 1s loc.ated 
in Bachelor House, does more than 
just hold lectures and visit high 
schools. 
N HCW A sponsors a program 
called "Great Decisions ... 
According to Larson. the_p_rogram 
is a chance for private c1t1zens to 
actually take part in the policy . 
making process. Forms for the 
survey. which is suffered by the 
Foreign Policy Association ( FPA) 
are availabel through N HCW A. 
FPA is a private. nonprofit 
educational organization. and is 
the parent organization of 
HNCWA. 
The results from this nation 
wide· survey (more than 50.000 
NHWCA, page five 
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NHCW A links NH tO : world 
continued from page four 
ballots were tabulated in the 1980 
report) are published by the FPA 
and are also sent to the U.S. Senate 
and State Department. • 
.. The results do have an effect •• 
said Larson. "The St ate· 
Department considers them wheri · 
they make decisions . ., 
Study tours to the United 
Nations a.re c;1nother type of 
activity that NH CW A sponsors. 
Trips for both aidults and students 
· are arranged several times a year. 
In fact. a group of adults are going 
on one of these tours this weekend. 
The council arranges for foreign 
visitors to · come to N_ew 
Hampshire· and share their 
.-experiences ir1; talks with citizens. 
The visitors who usually spend two 
or three days with volunteers, are 
sent by the U.S. State Department. 
There are many other .activites 
sponsored by NHCWA. and many 
sei vices offered. The most 
important of these i~ undoubtedly 
the service that the council supplies 
as an organization: a mutt-faceted, 
cu~rent link to the world at large. 
·• •land M6h.-Sat. 9-9 
Mill Rd. Shopping Center, Durham· · . · · sun. 1-5 
O~LY 21 WELLWOOD 
SHOPPING DAYS BEFOR'E CHRISTMAS 
3-LIGHT 
CAN DOLi ER • • Electric 
• With bulbs 
s2s9 











TINSEL TREE TOP STAR 
• Electric with 
. 11 Lights 
247 
GLASS TREE ORNAMENTS 
• Box of 12 
• 1 ¾" Round 
;:1141121 
i ♦-- ' v 
i ~ . , . -~~-· ,• .... .... .. . 
400 Feet 
6 SPOOL CURLING RIBBON 
• Assorted 
.• , HALLMARK.CARDS AND DECORATIONS 
Santa will he in our store every 
Saturday from 12-3 pm starting Dec. 6th 
Have your child's photo taken for $1.00 
and 
This week's record of the· week: 
Streisand's Fabulous New Album 
including the· hit 
$5.49 "("Woman in Love" 
and two duets with 
Barry Gibb 
"'"What Kind of Fool'~ "("Guilty"· 
• 
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FRIDAY, December 5 
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Maine. Swasey Pool, Field 
House, 4 p.m. 
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Bowdoin. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
Tickets: general admission $3; reserve seats $4. 
SENIOR RECITAL: Margie Landis, horn; Marcia Gleed 
piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 
p.m. 
llNTVERSITY THEATER: .. Russian Nights," from the 
collected short stories of Anton Chekhov; adapted by John · 
Edwards. Directed by Edwards and Jeffrey B. Martin. 
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m . 
Admission for USNH students and employees/ senior 
citizens $3; general admission $4. · 
MUB PUB: Tout de Suite, rock and stomp music. 8 p.nt. 
Admission $1. 
SATURDAY, December 6 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Boston Coilege·. Swasey Pool, 
Field House, I p.m. 
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK & FIELD: vs. Holy Cross and 
Central Connecticut. ~aul Sweet Oval, Field House, I p.m. 
SENIOR RECITAL: Pat St. L. urent, horn. Bratton Recital 
Hall.Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Russian Nights." Johnson 
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission for 
USNH students and employee/ senior citizens $3; general 
admission $4. 
MUB PUB: Comedy films. 8 p.m. Admission 50¢. 
SUNDAY, December 7 
RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE: "It'll be a 
'Dickens' of a Christmas." Sponsored by the Durham 
Chapter of the American Red Cross. Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, Noon-5 p.m. 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Chinatown." Strafford Room. 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO 
film Pass. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. 50¢ cover charge. 
MONDAY, December 8 
RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE: Continues. 
Granite State Room, Memorial union. NOTE: 10 a.m.-3 
p.m. 
PUPPET SHOW: "The Goose of Gold," and "Cindy-Ellen 
and the Fairy Godfather." Performed by the Surprise 
Package Players, students of Instructor Cathy Anastasion. 
sponsored by Durham's Mill Pond Center, Newmarket 
Road, 4:30 p.m. Tickets 50¢. Available at door only. 
TOUGH TIMES: A Discussion on Student Problems: 
Anxiety and Depression. Ellen Cohen, Psychology. 
Sponsored by Area III, Life Issues Programming committee. 
Christensen Lounge, 7 p.m. Refreshments served. 
PSYCHOKINESIS & ALTERED ST ATES LECTURE: 
Speaker Mario Varvoglis, Psychophysical Research 
La.boratories. Princeton, N .J ., and a demonstration of PK. 
Sponsored by TOSNOM. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, 
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. 
UNH WRITER'S SERIES: Graduate student reading. 
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 8 p.m. 
THE NEW OLD CINEMA: "Zero ForConduct"and"Wild 
Strawberries." Room l 10~ Murkland, 8 p.m. 
TUESDAY, December 9 
RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE: Next to the 
last day! Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 
p.m. 
HUMANITIES·LECTURE SERIES: The Modern Crisis of 
Classical Antiquity. John 0. Voll, History. Room 303, 
James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
TlJF.SDA Y ART TALKS: David Mendelsohn, UNH 
photo~rapher, will speak on his photos, ••Route 40. ,; 
Sponsored by the Department of the Arts. Room A218/219, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30-2 p.m. 
PSYCHOLOGY LECTURE SERIES: Career In 
counseling. Sponsored by Psychology Club. Room l03, 
Conant Hall, 12:30-2 p.m. 
RETURNING STUDENT LUNCHTIME SERIES: 
Assertive Communication. Ellen Becker, Psychologist, 
co'unseling and Testing Center. Sullivan Room, Memorial 
Umon, 12:30-2 p.m. For information and participation in 
other programs, call Cynthia Shar, 862-2090. 
MEN'S WRESTLING: vs. Bowdoin.· Lundholm Gym, Field 
House, 7 p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE: Schon lange kein 
Deutsch mehr ge,sprochen? Dann schauen Sie docfi 
einfach' mal bei der Deutschen Kaffeestunde vorbei! Wir 
sind alle sehr nett und wurden uns betsimmt uber lhren 
Besuch freuen. Wednesday, December 10, Room 10, 
Murkl~nd, 4 p.m. 
CAREER 
Prerequisite: uegmmng Timesharing on the DECIO. 
Tuesd11y and Thursday, December 9 and 11, Stoke 
Cluster. 2-4 p.m. 
COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS 
CHILDREN OF PARENTS WITH DRINKING 
PROBLEMS: One of a series of informal workshops 
sponsored by the Counseling and Testing Center. 
Wednesday, December 10,' Counseling and T~sting 
Center, Schofield House, 7 p.m. For reservations, call 
862-2090. 
~view from Himalayas 
was worth climb 
CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS: Staff 
counselors provide information on Career Planning and 
Placement for students. Thursday, December 11, 
Balcony, Memorial Union, 1-4 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
:UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Meeting every Wednesday, 
Senate/ Merrimack rooms, Memorial UnioQ. 7-10 p.m. 
IVCF: Large Group Fellowship Metting. Friday, 
December 5, Room 218, McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
O\her Af;tivities: Booktab"ie. Tuesday and Wednesday, 11 
a.m.-2 p.m., Memorial union; Daily Prayer Meetings, 
Monday-Friday, Room 320, Memorial Union, 12-1 p.m. 
PRE-VET CLUB: Meeting to discuss Christmas party. 
Mond_ay, December 8, Room 212, Kendall, 7:30 p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB SKI SWAP: Will 
offer students a chance to buy and sell used ski 
equipment. Wednesday-Friday, December 10-12, 
Senate/ Merrimack rooms, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 
p.m. 
TOSNOM: Closing meeting. Tuesday, December 9, 
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 7:00-9:00 p.m. . 
INSTITUTE FOR ELECTRICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS: "Pinball Raffle."Tickets 
wit be sold Monday, December 8, Balcony, Memorial 
· Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and continually in Room 215, 
Kingsbury. Drawing-will be held Friday, December 12, 
Room 215, Kingsbury, 4 p.m. Winners need not be 
present. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
For information or registration on the course listed 
below, please call, 862-3527. 
BEGINNING 1022: Two-session course explains the 
general purpose program allowing the user to create, 
update, ::ind maintain large amounts of data. 
GENERAL 
VIDEO GAMES TOURNAMENT: Registration at 
Gaines Room Desk, Memorial Union. Events will begin 
Tuesday, December 9, Games Room, Memorial Union, 
6:30 p.m. Registration fee: $1. 
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT: Mens and womens 
"Eight-Ball Tournament: Register at Games Room 
Desk, Memorial Union. Events start Thursday, 
December 11, Games Room, Memorial Union,6:30p.m. 
Registration: $1. 
MEMORIAL · UNION TICKET OFFICE HOURS: 
Closed Monday, December 22 through Friday, January, 
2.; Monday, January 5 through Tuesday, January 16 the 
ticket office will be open from 10 a.m.-noon, and 1-4 p.m. 
Will resume regular operation hours starting Monday, 
january 19: Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
LINDA WORSTER CONCERT: Sponsored by the St. 
Thomas More Core Group. Tickets on sale in the 
Memorial Union Ticket office or the Catholic Student 
Center. Friday, December 12, Catholic Student Center, 8 
p.m. Tickets: $3. 
AUDITIONS FOR UNIVERSITY THEATER: 
Audition dates for the second semester production of 
William Shakespeare's "Hamlet" will be Monday-
Wednesday, December 8-10, Hennessy Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 7:30 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Auditions for the plays, 
which are open to all UNH students, will be on Sunday, 
December 7, Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 7 p.m. 
STVN: Tuesday, December 9, "Winter Odyssey;" 
Wednesday, December 10, "The Inventory/ Super 




eyes ·with ·a 
Bausch A wonderful Christmas 
i Lomb gift for someone you I o·f love ... and so very SO t ens ¥1 t easy to give. Call us or 
certificate! stop by today. ifiiiiiiiiii~~i!, 
Drs. Alie & Menard 
Jenkins Court 
868-1012 or 142-5719 
CHALLENGING 
ENGINEERING POSITIONS 
WITH PROFESSIONAL -GROWTH 






By J-C Lameer 
"Was it worth it, paying several 
thousands of dollars for walking 
fc · ·ays on a stretch and getting ill 
on iop of a mountain?" asked Bob 
Kruszyna Tuesday night at the end 
of a slide-illustrated talk he gave 
on hiking in Nepal. 
The answer, a photograph 
showing the view on top of the 
Himalayas, spoke for itself. 
Kruszyna, author of two recent 
climbing guidebooks started his 
journey to . Nepal in Japan by 
hiking Mount Fuji. Although 
ascending Mount Fuji is 
considered a pilgrimage in Japan, 
Kruszyna did not recommend it, 
"It 
"It's more . like climbing a 
scrapheap; the slopes are so 
littered and the Japanese really 
don't care about i(" · · · 
Nepal was different though 
Kruszyna said. He showed a slide 
of a religious monument with one 
of the statues missing. "That must 
have been done by a western 
tourist: the Nepalese don't know 
what crime is," he said. 
Kathmandu, Nepal's capital, 
amazed -~ruszyna because _he sa~d 
Portsmouth Naval S~ipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair NUCLEAR SUBMARINES. Work 
' involves design, development, and testing of submarine systems and equipment. 
-~hort range career advancement to the $25,000 plus range based on performance. 
_ BS Engineering deg~ee and U.S. citizenship required. 
B~nefirs include 13-26 working days paid vacation- 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid sick leave - outstanding retirement 
program - choice of health & Life insurance programs. 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 7500 employees._The Shipyard is a leader in the Life-cycle 
maintenance and modernization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparalled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval · 
Shipyard is located in the heart of vacat_iontand. All season sports and other activities are available within minutes. 
· Recruiters will be on Campus on December 8, 
he saw almost nobody working. 
'"Every day is some kind of 
'religious holiday there and the 
only thing the people seem to be· . 
doing is wandering around and 
meeting friends," Kruszyna said. 
"The Nepalese are the friendliest 
and most relaxed people we ever 
met," Kruszyna said, "and walking 
on the streets at night is safer than 
in any American city you _ can 
name." · 
From Kathmandu the hikers 
went north in a Soviet built Land-
Rover to the slopes of the 
Himalayas. Here the Sherpa's 
(carriers) were hired because the 
villagers' religion does not allow . 
beasts of burden. Carrying loads of 
up to I 00 pounds, the carriers 
usually walked twice as fast as the 
Americans with their daypacks 
containing lunches did. 
"Hiking the Himalayas consists 
mainly 6f finding the easiest way of 
crossing rivers, several times a 
day," Kruszyna said. "You climb a 
thousand feet, then go down 800 
feet to meet the stream, cross it, go 
up again and over the ridge and · 
you see your next river waiting for 
you. Although you climb a lot, 
your altitude gain is disappoint-
ingly small when you reach your 
evening camp." . 
At higher altitudes the group 
passed through villages and 
hamlets that had virtually no 
eontaet wiH1 the rest of the world, 
and Kruszyna found that the "old 
cig&rette trick" still worked. "I had 
a · carton with me and passed out 
cigarettes one at a time, it was the 
best present I could have bought 
them." r 
It was in those places that 
Kruszyna was ashamed of his 
fellow travelers~ "Only th ee of the 
20 actively sought communicate 
with the locals. I can't stand it that 
someone travels half the world to 
get to Nepal and then doesn't want 
to go into their culture," he said. 
"After two weeks of hiking, we 
pretty much were a troupe of 
walking wounded," Kruszyna said. 
"And although everyone had had 
their shots, there still were some 
strange bugs up there that didn't 
know we were inoculated." He 
added, "One member of the group 
later died from a dysentary 
related disease." 
Kruszyna, who is nowpreparing 
a climbing expedition to Peru, 
thought it was one of the best trips 
he has made in his 25 years of 
mountaineering, calling it "a 'must' 
for someone who wants to do some 
reasonable strenuous hiking in an 
. extremely interesting country." 
COLLEGE STUDENTS. .. 
SKI FREEi 
Become a Gunstock 
ampus Representative 
equires 2-3 hours pe 
eek. Ski free at major N.H. 
ki resort. Must -be full tim 
tudent & campus resident. 
rite giving name, address, 
el. no. & school to: 
unstock PR Dept, PO Bo 
336, Laconia, N.H. 03246. 
~ 
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The New Hampshire will be publishing 
only once ·before Christmas break 
--next W ednesdav. . el 
Submit · yo-ur ads and stories now. 
· : · Portsmouth's first- ·, .:. ·. 
: · con~act lens specialty center. 
Lowest price in the area includes: 
. "Feel Safe"Plan:.90.day100% returnable fee: 
Highest qualify soft lenses, FDA approved. 
Fitting, instruction, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits .. · 
ln•office service plan for lost and damaged lenses.· 
No 091igatJon in-office trial. 
Wade selection of'~r eyeglass frames. 
. · Gifl certificates available. 
eye contact unlimited 
_.Q,,3 Mortcet Street. in the Historic District 
· Ytsmouth, NH0380t (603)436-1200 
'- . s:>en Monday thru Soturdoy10 AM. 
•THE ·r1N PALACE 
;FOOD & DRINK 
.. : 
2 BALLARD STREET · 
DURHAM, N.H. 03824 
11:00 ·AM to _MIDNIGHT 
603-868-7 456 
Stay . . 




A 1a1,1ory loaf, made with pure · ground beef topped wtth a 
mushroom burgundy gra1,1y. Serv,d with mash potataes or /rench 
fries, vegetable, two rolls ,md butte,. -
$2.25 
CHICKEN TENDERS 
· Tender white breast meat coated aha deep /ried to a golden brown. 
Choice of freneh /ms or mashed potato, i·egetable, two rolls and 
b11tter. $2.25 . 
SHEPARDS PIE 
An ol st;•le meal. Gro,md beef, ma1hed potato, ~nd whole leemt1I 
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UNH Forum discusses situation in El Salvador 
By Stacia folman· 
El Salvador is one of those 
miniscule Latin American 
countries whose inhabitants are 
hungry, illiterate, oppressed, and 
numerous. 
Like other Latin Americans 
under similar circumstances, most 
Salvadoreans are angry at their 
government, and they think a 
revolution would improve their 
situation, according to a film 
presented by the UN H Political 
Forum this month. 
.. The popular (peasant) forces in 
El Salvador are facing the full 
strength of the powers behind the 
US government," said John 
, Moriarty, a member of the Boston-
based El Salvadorean Solidarity 
Committee ... If it wasn't for the US 
military, the popular forces would 
peacefully taken control long ago." 
According to graduate ~tudent 
Cindy Elinevsky, ••The US 
government ·is largely responsible 
for what i~ happening in El 
Salvador. But it is important to 
distinguish between the policies of 
the US government and the wishes 
of the American people." 
How did the US government get 
mixed up in Salvadorean politics? 
Why are they blamed for other 
people's revolutions? 
The UNH Political Forum on 
El-Salvador addressed such 
questions with a film and a 
question and answer session under 
the direction of Yoav Elinevsky; a 
UNH math student from 
Jerusalem. 
RELAX ... 
Take it easy just one more time 
before finals 
Friday, December 12, 1980 
BLITZ GREIG 
BRUCE PINGREE 
THE New Wave DJ is back again 
$1 
8 p.m. 
... IN . THE MUB PUB . 
MUSO 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
862-1485 . 
This is vour last. chance 
to he the winner of a $50 prize 
and have your idea become 
the 1981 GRANITE cover! 
For details come to rm. 125 of 
_the MUB and ask for Holly. 
must he o·e s i !! n s 
submitted by 
·December 9, 1980. 
_ The story prt;sented by the 
0 NH Political Forum· was 
somewhat one-sided. They did not 
present the side of the Salva·dorean 
government. It Wl:ls a response to 
what they feel is distorted press 
coverage from the North 
American press. 
The UNH Political Forum and the 
tum they showed attempted to 
-present to Americans the reasons 
behind the ·peasants' anger. Why 
Salvadorean children dressed ·· in 
dramatic red · and black scarves 
while marching with raised fists 
and automatic weapons? · Why 
Sa Iv ad o r e-a.n women have 
organized themselves into militant 
groups, saying they have only two 
choices: to die of hunger or to 
fight". · . 
El Salvador is roughly the size of 
Massachusetts and has a 
p·opulation · of five million .. It is 
governed by a three member 
civilian junta of the Christian- · 
Democratic party. They have the 
support of the military and almost 
nobody else, according to the film 
done by the El Salvadorean 
Solidarity Committee. 
The average urban El 
Salvadorean works under horrible 
conditions, like the kind that -were 
outlawed years ago in the U.S. He 
is paid on the.average $2-6 per day 
for his efforts. , 
One might have called the El 
Salvadorean factories sweat 
shops for developed nations, since 
that is.where many of its goods go, 
according to the film. However, 
the violent political climate of El 
Salvador has made the country ~-
bad investment for foreign 
· m o n e y , h e n c e . t h e s eve re · 
unemployment. • . 
The distribution of farmland is 
reminiscent of feudal Eurooe. 
with the few . who own, the many 
who labor. Vast concentrations· of 
land are controlled by six families. 
Statistics show less than 15 
percent of the population owns 
more than 85 percent of the land. 
Most of that land is used for coffee 
The 1981 GRANITE ts 
now accepting .applications 
for the salaried position of 












Applications are· available 
at rm. 125 in the MUB .. 
and must be submitted by 
December 12, 1980 
TALLY HO RESTAURANT 
54 Main St. Durham 
Wednesday: 
le~-Cream Sundae Special 
Choice o/ 24 flavors 
Buy one at Regular Price 
Second One at Half Price 
Monday 
Our Popular 
Onion Soup Au Gratin 
W/Salad 
Special $1. 75 
Friday 
FISH FRY 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
$3.33 
Specials run 11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. 
Extra Income 
Opportunity 
i.eoldng for 1n easy way to earn some extra money? Turn your spare Hme Into cash by 
submitting names for malling Hat of persona potent11Hy qualified to 1111 position 
openings with our member col'poratlons. Receive generous .appreciation bonuses. 
For details, fill out and return coupon. 
-----------------------~-I am interestid in learning more about your 
em income opportunity. Please furnish me 
wHh all the details. 
Please Type or Print Legibly 
The Bonus Refeml Plan, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1972!, Dept. P-2 
Dallas, Texas 75219 
Name __ _..;:, _____________ _,... ___ _ 
Address ____________________ _ 
City ___________ Stat.._ ___ Zlp __ _ 
College or University ________________ _ 
Name of Publication In Which 
and sugar crops. which are 
exported for cash and is often 
hungry. 
The Christian-Democrat junta 
recently announced some agrarian 
reforms that peasants !fad long 
been · remanding. It called for 
disintegration of many of the large 
. land holdings and more equitable 
distribution among the peasants. 
Along with the reforms, 
however, c-ame an appalling rise in 
political terrorism. 
According to Amnesty 
International, an ' internat.ional 
organization promoting nyf9an 
rights, •-catholic Church sources 
estimate that 6000 Salvadoreans 
have been killed by the security 
forces since January 1980, many 
after detention and torture; victims 
have been ''be headed with 
machetes, hanged or shot dead." 
The Salvadorean military denies 
responsibility, blaming the killings 
on ••independent death squads". 
However, Amnesty International 
believes that ••such squads operate 
with direct Army control.·• 
The victims are usually those 
_who are suspected of organizing 
against the government. It seems 
that any peasant who took 
advantage of the agrarian reforms 
was abducted or shot. 
In the film, a peasant woman 
said the following in a taped 
interview. ••The troops came and 
told us that the land was now ours. 
We couldn't believe it, but we got 
together and elected some of our 
people as chiefs. The next day, I 
watched as the troops came back 
and shot every one of our elected 
chiefs." 
· The peasants feel that reforms 
are meaningless as long as the 
military is involved. They too want 
to set up an economy with the land 
redistributed among the peasants 
but their primary goal is to 
completely dissolve the Na ional 
Guard. 
The ruling junta is commonly 
perceived as a facade of 
moderation, controlled by the 
Salvadorean military of which the 
National Guard 1s a part. 
Behind the Salvadorean 
military, the Salvadorean people 
sense the support of the American 
military, according to t~e filn: 
Last year, Jimmy Larter s 
administration supplied El 
Salvador with $5 million in 
military aid· and · ammunition. 
Ronald Reagan brings them a 
promise of more. · _ 
From the viewpoint of the 
common El Salvadorean, the U.S. 
go1vernment has painted a sorry 
picture of itself. On one side. th~ 
Sta.te Department is deploring the 
violence of the El Salv.ador 
military, and on the other side the 
Defense Departm~~t, in promisini 
to increase military aid, 1s 
applauding it. · · - · · · 
Last February, Oscar Romero, ' 
Archbishop of San Salvador. the 
country's capital," wrote )tn open 
letter to Jimmy Carter, appealmg 
to his ·•religious sentiments''. He 
wrote that increased military aid to 
his country, ••instead of peace and· 
justice. will undoubtably increase 
repression.'' Three weeks l~ter 
Romero was shot by a sniper 
during mass. · 
According to Elinevsky, _the 
UNH Political Forum organizes 
monthly discussions on .. events 
with international significance". 
l-uture topics will be Iran c:tnd 
Palestine. 
I • 
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Have you ev.e·r wanted· 
to read the story 
that didn't appear in 
The New Hampshire? 
Relllelllber anyone . can 
write for 
The New Hampshire! 
DEC EM B£ R 11 ;; 
B-10:oopm f?a 
Submit your stories to 





financial aid ·-office 
. 208 T -llall 
862-3600 
applicants need: 
1) a 1981-82 UNH Application Form (blue), and 
2) a 1981-82 Financial Aid Form/Financial Aid Supplement . . 
Forms will be available in the Financial Aid Office from 8:00-4:30 
Mondays through Fridays. They can also be picked up in the MUB 
from 11 :00-1 :00 on Mondays and Wednesdays until February 
11th. 
• Jo I • ,• ,. I" • '# • • -
Room 151 of the MUB. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
'The Following Paid Positions 
Are Open in the MUSO Organization: 




. Ap~lications can be picked up in Room 
148 in the basement of the h~UB. 
Deadline is December 12, 1980 
GET INVOLVED . 
GAIN EXPERIENCE 
MUSO . 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
862-1485 
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Work/study students will get minimum wage now 
continued from page· one 
shop: 
"I have clerks who have been 
here a while who don't think it is 
fair that brand new students are 
getting paid the same as them. It 
has caused resentment and has 
affected their attitude toward 
work. Some have indicated they 
won't be back next semester." 
quit because of this new ruling. 
The student was upset because the 
ne.wer employees were getting a 
raise while the older, more 
experienced employees were not. 
Harley said that because said. 
Another M·u B employer who 
doesn't wish to be identified said 
that one work-study employee has M lJ B Business Manager Don 
employers must pay twenty 160 of the 206 MUB student 
percent of work-study wages this employees are on work-study. Up 
increase will cost the MU B to October l, 183 of the 206 were 
approximately $10,000. "That's a below $3.10. 
rough ballpark figure," Harley - Harley said that the MU B Board -------~=--:!11---------~----------------------------. of Directors is considereing a 
policy for those over $3.10. 
enter our Poinsettia Drawing!! 
"There are considerations we 
have to take into account when we 
consider such a policy. Our first 
consideration is with full-time _ 
employees. We have to be careful 
what we pay a student in 
comparison to our full-time people 
for morale purposes. 
• win one of Plants 15 Poinsettia to be given away!! 
"Our second consideration is 
how much will this cost the MU B? 
Students pay into the MU B with 
. their student activity fee and when 
they buy products from the MUB 
businesses. An increase in wages 
means that money has to come 
from the students." 
'"MU B building manager feei that 
pay iqcreases for them are "long 
overdue," accord.ing to Larry 
Brock. visit us and find out about our other great gifts and specials!! "We are not asking for an excessive raise. We just want monetary rewards to reflect what 
the University expects and receives 
from , us in terms of the 
responsiblility of the job. High 
standards are expected on this job 
and we give them that." 
0 
@~@[?@bookstore@@@fu 
Poinsettia Plant Drawing will be held 
Tuesday 12/23_. All winners must pick 
up their plants by 3PM that day. Entry 
forms are available at the Bookstore. 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT THE BOOKSTORE!! 
The building managers think 
that their job carries a large 
responsibility with it. They are 
required to keep the building open, 
and are in charge of security. They 
must be on at least one weeknight 
and one shift every weekend, plus 
attend weekly meetings. When 
there are special events in the MU B 
two to three managers are needed 
on duty for crowd control and to 
watch the special equipment. 
"We can 't call in sick because 
MUB, page 11 
TRANSITIONS 
"Assertive Communication" 
Ellen Becker, Psychologist 
Counseling and Testing Center 
Date: December 9, 1-980 
Time: 12:30' - 2:00 
Place: Memorial Union 
Building, Sullivan Room 
One of a series of informal 
workshops and presentations on 
issues of interest to returning 
students. 
An opportunity to meet friends and 
share common concerns. 
For information contact 
Cynthia Shar 862-2090 
A LUNCHTIME. SERIES 
FOR NONTRADITIONAL 
-STUDENTS 




Christmas Velv~ts .......... ~··••.~··················~······ $6 to $60 
Men's Women's Wool & Flannel Shirts $4 to $12 
Cashmere Sweaters & Coats .................... ~. $8 to $35 
Handknit Sweaters ...................... ~·········• $5 to $15 
Silk Scarves & Blouses: ............................. $2 to $12 
F11rs ••••.••••. ...•••.......•.... .•.. .•.. •... •• ....•..•••• $32 to $ .175 
Men's Tweeds & Topcoats $6 to $35 
Plus ererything from Virtoria11 
. . lare .to new ware /.eopard .. · 
m-oF 
J; l)IRl\\/[[R 
JI lAAflTDQ(lJ[[ ~~ID QJJjD(QUHI: . 
,:· QJ$([ID-: <CllJDTJOW~(q 
ti fF<DlR MCEJ::I !At:/@ WCD~Cil:I 
,: 
11 to 5 Daily 35 Main St., Durham 




continued from page 10 
then the MU B won't be open," said 
Brock. "We are usually paid fifty 
cents_rpore because of the different 
job reqmrements between us and 
other MUB employees. We start 
out at $3.35. But last year other 
employees got a substantial ten to 
fifteen percent raise. We got a thi::ee 
percent raise--ten cents. 
.. If we don't get the same percent 
raise as the others this semester the 
gap in pay will be almost 
nonexistant. The responsibility of 
this job has not changed but the 
rewards have diminished." 
"I don't think its fair if we don't 
get a raise also," said Janice 
McWade, another MUB building 
manager. "We assume a lot of 
responsibility on this job. We have 
to deal with a lot of different 
groups who use the MUB. We are 
responsible for maki~g rou~ds 
every twenty minutes and checkmg 
all the rooms. Sometimes I lie 
, awake at night and wonder if I · 
checked everything." 
Laura Leavy says "it doesn't sit 
· too kindly with me that building 
managers are making more per 
hour than I am." 
Leavy is . a full-time UNH 
employee who hires and supervises 
22 students and does the buying for 
the Cat's Closet. She has been the 
shop manager for two vears. · . . 
Work-study Program Coordi-
nator Sarah Minor says th~t 
her department · is workin~ on 
limited funds this year. They are 
.not able to take any more work-
stud y-~ applications this year 
because of the higher volume of 
students who applied for work-
studv. 
Minor explained that work-. 
study students would not be 
making any more money with this 
raise, they would just reach their 
wage ceiling faster. 
Minor is worried that some of 
the operating staff who work side 
by side · with work-study students 
might get resentful if students 
receiving this new ~raise would be 
making as much as they were. 
In a November 4 letter to work-
study supervisors, Director of 
Financial Aid Richard Craig 
wrote, •• As you might expect, we' 
will not be receiving any additional 
federal funds to assist us in 
implementing these increases. It 
will not be possible for us to 
increase the ceilings of students 
who may accrue earnings more 
rapidly than anticipated." 
After a work-study student has 
reached his/ her individual wage 
ceiling the employer must pay the 
full wage or lay that student off. 
Individual work-study ceilings are 
determined by Federal Regulat-
ions and administered by 
Financial Aid. With this new raise, 
ceilings will be reached faster and 
UNH employers will be without 
these employees. 
A future problem will arise 
when, . as of January I, I~ 1, the 
.minimum will be raised to $3.35. 
Fredric E. Arnold, director of 
personnel, in a letter to all deans, 
directors, and department heads, 
noted that, "Unfortunately, this 
will undoubtedly. have an adverse 
impact on your budgets." 
McWade feels the federal 
government is responsible for this 
problem. "The government passed 
the law but didn't give the school 
· any more money," McWade said. 
-~J.." j,j.;"...,-,.--:,t .,,~ f • ... ._""111;.;,,. ... • I 11-_ 
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, Care P_harmacy 
51-53 Main Street, Durham 









MUSO Film Series 
Presents 
Jack Nicholson 
Sunday, December-?, 1980 · 
Strafford Rm 
$1 
7:00 & 9:30 pm 
~.~..._':1.., -V:,:6 , • ,._'\: :6: \ ,t p M :.t J .. ,.. '- 4 -i I t I I I I ' J.. .,,._, "- t. ,l" C It• 
. _ ___________________ ___ 
PAGE ELEVEN 
YOUR MID- YEAR BREAK CAN P 1\ Y OFF 
Two special daytime courses are offered 
January 5-9 and 12~ 16 (40 t:lours each) for 
interested students. All aspects of pro-
fessiona I bartending taught behind 
' an actual bar. Certificate awarded. Enroll 
now, and prepare for a part-time or summer 
job. For details, call and ask about 
"Holiday Courses." 
Great Savings on 
new and used 
equipment 
Dover Recreation Department 
Lower Washington Street 
Dover, N.H. 
For more information, call 742-5781 
You'll enjoy our 
clasS.· 
Old Dover Rd. Newington 
Hannon's 
16 Third St. Dover 
/gnek «1trf ~111ter ""W--
!fearlv .J @dwickes 
Q.x«fi& cf !i«£s Rf!« LJe«fooe< 
. (p'!f(qf 0/JfJlt lir li(NfclosHfK -aine . 
seCetliolt o[.111tpo'ftir£ Mlf fiollfe.fUC 
, /Jeef:f tlltrf WHte. 
I 4(/!.Slf fl.( rf.,x.ri :rtf'e r,.1t:dflf/PAI,11cale.a. .-
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BEGINS· DECEMBER 7 
9 a.m.-7p.m. 
ALL SiZES OFFERED 
-=-- • --- --f - ~---=--~~ 
PURPLE IIEART AWARD 
p-resented. to 
JOSEPII PATRICK SUDBAY 
for 
Heroic E//orts at 
a Speedy Recovery 
with selfish intentions 
1 , (we want you back) 
Exec. Board of Student Senate 
and the Student Senate 
RULE IOTICE 
CARP denied status 
continued from page one 
primarily because of the same 
reasons Sanborn cited in his 
prepared statement. He said . the 
president feels .. the methodology, 
deceptive practices, and conduct 
elsewhere" were reasons for~ 
upholding Sanborn's decision. 
Aman said the hearing was 
another part of the runaround·' 
which she and vice president of 
CARP, Michael· Tillman have · 
endured all semester. · 
.. 9bviously this was not a real 
hearing," Aman said. After the 
motion to defer the d~cision to 
Sanborn was adopted the 
statement was read. 
"Sanborn pulls out a nice typed . 
statement from his _notebook with 
ab'out - lO or 12 copies and says 
CARP is no.tin the best interests of 
the Student Body, and he backed 
his statement with allegations not 
facts. 
''They (the administration) 
spent the whol semester trailing us 
along ~o we could not accomplish 
anything." said Aman, a 24 year 
old undeclared freshmen. 
Tillman feels CARP's 
constitutional rigtits are being 
. violated, and aoded that other 
channels will be pursued in the 
future, indicating that legal 
avenues may be tried. 
"First time they denied us was in . 
closed session which is aga,inst 
their own_ gui~elines. The student 
orga·mzat1on 1s supposed to be 
considered regardless . of national 
affiliation," he said. _ 
.. Our constitutional rights are · 
being · violated, and there is no 
basis for the kind of treatment 
\\-t:.'ve received. We have been 
looked at very externally, and 
people never really see what kind 
of_ real ideas we have,•· Tillman 
said. 
Architects · 
continued from page three 
and through their eyes and ears 
how they feel about the campus . 
."Originally, architects designed 
the plans for the MUB entrance." 
Turme.11 said, .. we looked over the 
plans, suggested ideas, and made 
some changes. We don't have all 
the input, but we do have some, 
and it's made me feel more a part of 
the campus." 
"It's given me a feeling of having 
more control over what's going , 
r;======================~ on," Peirce said. "I took the class : as a pre~requisite for wood 
· working, but I really enjoyed 
WE BELIEVE 
IN HAPPY ENDINGS 






Thur. & Fri. Till 7 
architecture and now I'm trying to 
do an independent study." 
Student involvement in these 
projects has not only gotten _ 
students involved in the campus, 
and given planners new insights, 
but it may also help reduce some of 
the university's architectural costs. 
"Costs can be reduced in two 
ways," Devito said. "One is that 
some things that have to be done. 
can be done by students if staff 
members are working on other 
projects, · and the University can 
then avoid the cost of hiring 
additional help." 
,"The second means of reducing 
costs is by having enough support, 
the plans can be looked over more 
thoroughly and perhaps someone' 
will discover something that had 
been over looked. Correcting it 
/ _ ahead of time can save money." 
UNH 
GAMES ROOM 
05.14(88) Elamlnatlons. Examinations at the end of each 
ALL CAMPUS 
TOURNAMENT 
· semester may be given in any course, but all such 
examinations must be scheduled and given at the time they are 
scheduled' with the following exceptions: Practical 
examinations covering laboratory work may be given in the 
wee·k preceding the examination 'period. In courses of a 
modular nature with several instructors, the instructor of the 
final module may schedule a final examination during the last 
week of classes if approval is first obtained from the college 
dean. These a1cau11ons apart, no announced or oral or 
wr1nan test mau ba a1uan In the waall pracadlna the 
'· 
a1am1na1ton oarlod. 
This ad sponsored by 
The A~ademic Council of 
. The Student Senate 
Competition will be held in: 
Billiards-~en & Women Competition, December 11 at 6:30 
p.m. 
Table Tennis-Men & Women Mixed Competition, December 
13 at 10:00 a.m. 
Video Games-Op.en Competition, December 9 at 8:30 p.m. 
Open to all students 
Winners go to- New England Regional Competition, all 
expenses paid 
Regional Winners go to National Competition, all expenses 
paid - _ 
Registration in the Games Room before and up to the starting 
time of each event. . 
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Student Discount_ Student Discouf)i 
Dover Auto 
Supply 
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Personal Checks Accepted! 
Student Discount Student- Discount. 
MUSO FILM SERIES 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
STRAW DOGS 
Thursday, December 11 
& 
TIIE MAGIC FLUTE 
Sunday, December 14 
Showtimes - 7 pm & 9:30 pm 
STRAFFORD ROOM - MUB 
$1 or Season's pass 
MUSO 





Sale ends Dec. 13 
No phone calls/ 
No Lay-aways please. 
Carolyn's Closet 










WERE $28.50 ••. 
NOW 
$22.99 
SWING SKIRTS ... 
PLAIDS AND SOLIDS 
WERE $23.50 •.. 
NOW $19.99 
ALL WOOL, FULLY.LINED 
GENTLY FLARED SKIRTS 
BY FAMOUS MAKER 





THURSDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON 12-5 \ . 
UN_TIL CHRISTMAS 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
NEXT TO YOUNG'S RESTAURANT 
llhtas 
\ . ' ! 
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Editorial 
It • IS· sexual abuse by any terID 
There have been no rapes officially reported at 
the University-:-only nine simple assaults and 
one attempted rape. 
what has happened is the allegations of rape are 
b-eing confused with simple assault. 
If a University student, faculty .member or 
administrator feels threateued there is no need 
to stop and think about what actually happened. 
The term is not essential .. The reporting of the Therefore, the police, administrators and 
students have tried to breathe a sigh of relief; 
citing that there really is no reported problem. 
Understandably women are confused," said 
Associate Director of the UNH Police Services 
Robert McGowen earlier this year. incident to the police is. · 
After all there has "only" been some 
"unprivileged contact of others, including 
touching sexual or intimate parts of the body." 
Confusion with the tenns is not the point. The 
fact is that women and men are frightened 
because they are being sexually threatened. 
Durham and UNH Police are reported to be 
"more than helpful." They will question suspects 
about those obscene phone calls or the indecent 
Many figure some of that 'is just expected to 
happen on a college campus. 
The i~sue is this should not be a continuing 
"tradition." Simple assault is sexual abuse. 
'There are a lot of frightened women 
concerned about the rumors of rape on campus 
for reasons that are clearly unfounded. I think 
The definitions did not matter to the 
University instructor who was recently sexually 
harassed in her office. The man exposed himself 
tu her and directly intimidated her. It was not a 
rape--it did not have to be. 
exposure. . 
They realize that it is not just "boys being 
boys." 
These men are taking liberties they should not 
be afforded. They need to face 'the adult 
consequences. And they may not get a second 
chance at intimidation if the incident is reported. 
Simple assaults, rapes, sexual harassment and 
sexual assault are all different terms. But they are 
all words dealing with the same type of criminal 
action. · 
If the victim does not call the . police the 
harasser certainly will not. 
-PERSONALLY, I CAN'T 
UNDERSTAND wHY STUDENTS · 
ARE .so IR·RITABLE 







To the Editor: 
I'm writing .in response to a letter I 
read a few weeks ago by a woman who 
defended the Unification Church and 
apparently hoped it would regain 
status through CARP as a student 
organization. Iwasa freshman at UNH 
in 1974 and was approached by a 
CARP membe1; who at first 
r.epresented herself as a UN H stucit>.nt 
who lived in a group household of. 
pe?ple interested in: philosophy and 
reltg1on; but not adhering to any 
particular sect. We became friends; and 
eventually I went on a "weekend 
workshop.'' 
Prior to my going with the group to a 
workshop; the people in the CARP 
house including my friend, were very 
va-gue and mysterious about what 
. exactly they were involved ·in; or what 
beliefs held them together. 
Being a trusting and very open 
person; I had no reason to be 
suspicious of their motives. 
From my own experience. I know 
that young people; especially just 
having left home for college, can be 
very vulnerable when searching for new 
friends and, ideals to believe in. I was 
very interested, and still am, i!) spiritual 
matters. 
Unfortunately I wasn't wise enough 
to figure out the difference between an 
honest spiritual teacher and a group of 
misguided souls led by wolves in sheeps 
clothing. 
· I had a serious nervous breakdown 
after quiting school to join the 
Unification . Church and after 5 years 
of therapy (none previous to joining the 
U.C. ( Moonies) I am finally regain,ing a 
trust in myself and others. 
My experience I think has been more 
extreme than that of most people who 
join and eventually leave the Moonies . 
The effect on the majority of people is 
demoralizing; with same as myself: it · 
can do real psychological damage. 
I'm writing because I don't want 
. I 
other open and searching souls to be as 
mangled as I was by the mental 
manipulation of the Moonie$. 
I hope this will be a warnintto UNH 
students and any others who aren't 
aware of the dangers involved ·in this 





To the Editor: ( 
Dear Dr. Handler: I 
I am a secretary part-time for the 
Public Safety Division as well as a 
student. On Wednesday, November 19, 
1980, I was attending an eveni~g class at 
WSBE. After class I rushed out to get 
home because I was not feeling well, 
and when I got to my home in 
Portsmouth, I discovered I had i Jeft 
my purse in the classroom.1 It :had 
$105.00 in cash in it and I was horrified 
at what I had done. 
After contacting the campus police, 
they sent an officer to WSBE to see if 
by any chance my purse was still in 
class. On the way, the police officer saw 
a young man flagging him down. This 
young man had found my purse and 
was .turning it in. His name is Chris 
Bullock. 
Chris knew how much money was in 
the purse and he did not hesitate in 
returning it. His honesty is to be 
commended, not to mention his sense 
of observation as the purse was on the 
floor in a large classroom. 
Working here at Public Safety I see 
countless reports of offenses 
committed by students, it is 
wonderfully refreshing to be a recipient 
· of such honesty and kindness as 
Chris's, and I wanted to share it with 
you. 
I am sure that there are many other 
members of the campus community 
who possess his qualities. and I hope 
that any one else who has an experience 
similar to mine is as lucky as I was. 
P.S.: Thanks again Chris! I hope 
there is a little magic in that pen for 
I ' 
finals! 
Lauren E. Wright 
Secretary to 
Asst. Director 
Blood drive · 
To the Editor: 
Dear Dickensian Horses: 
"It will be a "Dickens" of a 
Christmas" at your Durham Red Cross 
blood drive if you reflect the purpose of 
this dedication to my memory! 
This epistle is to remind you that on 
Sunday December 7th from 12 noon to 
5 pm and again Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, December 8th. 9th and 
10th from 10 am. to 3 pm. at your MU B, 
you can make the Yuletide spirit ofmy 
"Christmas Carol" come alive. 
As you know, in my time I was 
sympathetic to suffering and struggled 
to relieve it. Today. there must be 
someone to carry on that fight for me-
You can be that someone if you play 
the ro_le of a Dickensian hero and give a 
small part . of yourself to another! 
People need people no matter what 
the century and no mote than in this 
season. 
Give for all the tiny tims and even the -
Scrooges-your gift might give them a 
new outlook in this season of miracles! 
Why the Dickens am I getting 
involved again! I khow you'll take ~ 
page from my book and give the weay-y 
~01)d new hope. Since Marley is 
indignant about my borrowing his lazy 
farm, I'll say farewell in the words of 
l)ny Tim: 
God Bless you each and everyone! 
The Ghost of Charles Dickens' 
Protem Blood Chairman 
Durham Red Cross 
P.S . I invite all disappointed Area I 
residents to enjoy "Scrooge and 
Marley" with me at the blood drive. 
Christian 
To the Editor: 
In regards to the review on the Meg 
Christian concert , which was 
sponsored by the Women's Center, I 
would like to take a moment to 
comment on a few ridiculous 
comments made by the writer- Mary 
Ellersick . . 
To begin with, when getting 
feedback as to the nature of the show, 
only comments made by men were 
quoted in the article. Considering that 
the audience consisted mostly of 
women, I can only wonder why women 
were not included as to their feelings 
about the performance. 
The reference to whether the center 
made ariy money or not , implied a 
certain dishonesty. The writer 
apparently does not realize that final 
figures of all expenses are rarely 
av~ilable at show time or that selling 
300 seats out of 750 usually does not 
indicate that a profit was made. 
The writer also fails to mention the 
effort and time that many women put 
into this event, which, by no means, is 
any simple task. The women used in the 
production of the show were all 
volunteers and devoted many valuable 
hours without any monetary 
compensation. 
In reference to the statement that the 
only fault was that the "concert only 
tended to be a concert of women's 
music" is questionable since the concert 
was spon~ored by the Women's Center 
and that it was advertised as a concert 
of women's music. 
If a black student union on campus 
sponsored a concert, would you, Miss 
Ellersick, think that the union would 
hire a white performer to sing about 
white middle class values'? 
Most importantly, the sexist attitude 
conveyed in this story is the attitude 
that must be broken down in our 
society. Stories such as these portray all 
women that are interested in women's 
issues as gay and / or anti-male, which is 
- an inaccuracy to say the least. 
Programs, such as this, sponsored by 
the Women's Center add to the spirit of 
women who must fight daily against 
discrimination in employment, sexual 
harrassment, and other sexist attitudes 
prevalent in our society. The Women's 





To the Editor: 
Six leaders of the. Democratic 
Revolutionary Front, the party 
representing the people of El Salvador, 
are dragged from · a church and 
murdered by police and National 
Guardsmen. The death toll for 1980 is 
raised . to 9300 on the small, Central 
American country of El Salvador, ·and 
we continue to supply the rightist, 
military government with arms. 
We accept Cuban refugees in search 
of the luxuries of our capitalist state, 
but reject Haitian refugees fleeing the 
oppresive, U.S. supported Duvalier 
regime. We claim they are only fleeing 
for economic reasons, as opposed to 
the Cuban refugees who are fleeing for 
polictical sanction. 
Our media continues to distort 
reality. We support the Haitian 
government because they "maintain 
stability". In actuality, they are 
prohibiting the self determination of 
their own people, and we continue our 
support. 
We continue our support after the 
Haitian government recently seized 
over a dozen of its journalists and 
human rights leaders as supposed 
"political agitators.·· , 
1 ne people of El Salvador and Haiti 
live in oppression and we support their 
oppressors. 
i 
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The U .S: continues to spread its 
influence throughout the world, . 
exploitation and oppression persists, 
and we have elected Ronald Reagan as 
our next president. 
Antonious Block 
Christmas 
To the Editor: 
To all in the University community: 
This is a plea to help a ~id at 
Christmas. A kid whose Christmas will 
not have the joy of a family together on 
Christmas morning. This kid is a 
member of a local children's home. We 
can help make this kid"s Cnristmas a 
little brighter. 
Again this year the Mub Pub Club is 
sponsoring Christmas for a local 
children's home--but we can't do it 
-Without your help. 
Sunday night, December 7th the Pub 
will hold its annual Christmas party. 
On this night, we ask you, the patrons 
of the Pub, and also supporters of a 
better Christmas for a parentless kid to 
donate a gift that a kid can enjoy. It 
need only be a small gift, maybe 
something handmade. 
If you can't make it on December 7 
contact David Petersen at 862-1001 or 
contact me at 436-7300 and we'll make 
arrangements to insure that your gift is 
included. It's the thought that counts. 
We need your thoughts and gifts to 
make Christmas a little better at a local 
children's home. It won't replace family 
love, but it will help. 
Rick Bean 
Cartoon · 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this opportunity 
to respond to Brion O'Connor's letter 
in the JI/ 21 issue of ThP NP"'' 
Hampshire concerning my respo~s~ to 
his cartoon of II / 7. I believe it necessary 
for me to reiterate my opinions because 
Mr. O'Connor has · quite obviously 
missed the point of my original 
response. 
Mr. O'Connor, I'm sorry if you were 
offended by my "feeble attempt at 
sarcasm." The cause for my original 
letter was sparked by your lack of 
appreciation for the United States' 
position as it stands presently. Let's 
forget about history for a moment. 
Certainly you don't deny my statement 
that our way of life is threatened by:the 
philosophies and doctrines of the 
· Sov1et Union . . 
When I speak of the importance of •------------iilll------------•-----~----------------•----• 
not ignoring the Soviet threat the issue 
of the draft inevitably comes into view. 
I do believe that the draft is an 
important component of our 
preparedness. however Mr. O'Connor, 
I am not a war hawk as you so 
incorrectly sensationalized and r in ·no 
way, shape or form advocate the draft 
for . ·purposes of "luring unsuspecting 
: young men into the Glories of War" s 
you so articulately put it. 
It is vital that our armed forces 
maintain a constant state of readiness 
and the draft is a necessary resource.in 
terms of this readiness. War is 
ab~olutely a last resort and I, just as 
well as you, know of the "grim realities 
of war." 
Mr. O'Connor. I was raised to fight 
for what I believe in and not to run 
away from my problems. If I were to 
sacrifice my life in some military 
confrontation it would not be to 
'.! 
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"further the vested interests of greedy L-------..----+--------------.,...-----------------------1 
government officials and corporate 
heads" or "to protect the profits of the 
oil companies.·· 
Furthermore, if vou can see: mv 
values as o_nly "patriotic garbage" then 
you know what you can do with yours, 
that is where they belong. 
I feel quite fortunate that you have 
responded to my letter as it has brought 
forth an air of relief. You say that the 
opinion expressed in your cartoon was 
yours and yours alone. I tend to believe 
that you are much more alone m your 
values than you might think. If and 
when the draft is reinstated, go ahead 
and purchase your "Air Canada" 
tickets, be sure though to let me know 
when your plane leaves as I and many 
others will be more than delighted to 
see you off. 
As for your afknowledgement 
concerning the United States' 
treatment of the American Indian, 
well, I am part Indian and share your 
attitude in that they have been treated 
unjustly and although this seems 
irrelevent to the issue at hand, it leads 
me to my final point. I know that the 
U.S. is not perfect, it is far from that, 
but I honestly can't think of another 
country in which I'd rather live, 
including Canada. 
Christopher Hoag 
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Mazzy: 1930s Jazz_ to help 
your depression 
Russian Nights: E1notional calantlties 
By Martha J. Thomas 
The Russian Nights of UNH's 
current theater production, which 
opened in the Johnson Theater 
Tuesday to an unfortunately 
sparse crowd, are not, as the title 
suggests, dark, secretive, and 
depressing. 
By P. Rand Tracy 
"Anybody want to sit in on 
Banjo?" Jimmy Mazz~, asked his 
audience, after he played Heebie 
Jeebies in the wrong key. But no 
one <la.red trv to comoare with 
Mazzy's talent. 
Despite that very minor slip, 
Jimmy Mazzy and his band played 
excellent traditional Jazz in ·the 
Strafford room of the MUB on 
Monday night. 
This was the fir.st time the band 
had played togeth.er in a concert 
setting, and was also the first time 
Jimmy Mazzy was billed as a 
soloist. 
The_ band was brought to UNH 
as part of the Traditional Jazz 
series spo~sored by .MUSO and 
Jimmy Mazzy 
By Henri Barber 
the· ON 1-ratpartment ot MUSIC. 
"We're featuring him as a young 
New England talent" said Dave 
Siler, Director of the UNH Jazz 
Band, prior to the performance. 
Mazzy, a native of the Boston 
area is a largely self taught ·artist 
with a voice reminiscent of D~zzy 
Gillespie's and plays banjo like no 
one else in• New_ England . . 
Mazzy has played in more than 
eight different jazz bands in the 
Boston area. This band was 
comprised of various other talents 
who also play with bands around 
Boston. 
Scott Philbrick who played a 
tenor sax that couldn't be beat, is 
also a producer at Boston's 
Channel 5 TV station. 
Stan McDonald,. a long winded 
· clarinet and Soprano Sax player, 
also plays in a well known Boston 
based band, the Heritage Jazz 
Band. 
Bill Whitcraft at the piano 
played solos that were a hit with 
the audience. His past bands 
include the Steamboat Stompers 
and The Heritage Jazz Band. 
Berklee's Hank Hankinson at 
bass had the rhythm respons1b1fny, 
and was the . backbone of the 
e~ening's show. . 
Carol Moeller made a special 
appearance at .the piano in the 
latter part of the program. She 
played with Jimmy and his Band, 
Do Something, Sweet Substitute, 
and Dark Eves to name a few. 
A majorit.y of the audience was 
not --students. The band was 
received by a largely old~r crowd, 
most in their 30's and 40's. 
Other fa_vorites of the audience 
were Jazzin' Babies Blues, Dinah. · 
and an old Duke Ellington tune, 
In My Solitude. 
· Most of Mazzy and the band's 
numbers were indicative of the 
depression era, and were keyed 
towards bringing peoples spirits 
up. Mazzy proved that spirits can 
still oe raised in the "depression" of 
the 1980's. 
Mazzy's music , is the type that 
can be thoroughly enjoyed by all 1 
ages. It's foot stomping tempo: · 
brassy style couM make one forget 
a bout upcoming exams, papers 
and other worries. It was a shame · 
that more students did not attend. 
But you'll have another chance if 
you missed the first seven concerts 
in the Traditional Jazz series. 
Next semester, Pianist Dick 
Wellstood will be here Qn January 
26 and on April 13 The Yankee 
Rhythm Kings will be here also. 
These nights are long, arduous, 
and revealing. They are the nig_hts 
of love that bring about mornings 
of choice: escape or submission--in 
either case, self awareness and 
growth. 
Russian Nights, John Edwards 
adaptation of four Chekhov short 
stories, concerns adultery, but 
: that's too easy. In each of the 
stories, A Calamity, Enemies, 
Agafya, and The Lady With the 
Dog, Chekhov addreses the 
conflict and suffering encountered 
by those involved, either as victims 
of or participants in, extra-marital 
affairs. · 
Anton Chekhov is often difficult 
to produce as he, like many writers 
. of tragedy, combines humor and a 
sense of genuine humanity with 
·. weighty emotional and psycholgg-
: ical conflicts. The cast of Russ fan 
Nights, however, found t-1'e 
balance necessary to pu-11 off a : 
moving chamber-theater rendition 
· of the four stones· without losing 
the essence of Chekhov's 
narration. 
· The production was directe·d by 
Edwards and Jeffrey Martin. The 
small cast combined energy and 
timing to create an enjoyable and 
rewarding production. 
The production began with A 
Calamity, the story of a "proper" 
, woman (played by Beth Duff) who 
is faced with the threat , that soon 
becomes the prospect, of a lover. 
Kevin · McDonough, as the 
ineff ect ua 1, yet exceedingly 
passionate wooer, conveyed praise 
of his true love and a good dose of 
self-deprecation, with sincere and 
earnest energy. 
The convention of a narrator as 
a facet of the dramatic 
presentation wa_s nicely introduced 
by Donna Desanto, who's 
relationship with · Durf, in its 
resemblance to two stuffy maiden 
aunts, proved that a narrator is not 
just a tool, but an integral part of 
the story--with as much at stake as 
any other character. DeSanto 
helped Duff to convey the internal 
·struggle of a woman who is forced 
by society to keep her emotions 
locked away. 
A Calamity was highlighted by 
Joey Small's comical protrayal of 
Duff's grunting, boorish husband. 
.Enemies, the second piece, 
Michael Buerette, Joseph Massa 
Gretchen Hopkins, and Dawn 
Didham in "Russian Nights" 
approached the theme of a wife's horizon between the mockery of 
desertion from the husband's.point Savka and the disapproval of the 
of view. In this story, Michael village folk . 
Walsh and Jim Fellows portrayed The Lady With the Dog, the 
_men caught up in their own final story of the production, was 
suffering with no compassion for written later in Chekhov's career. 
the other. Both Walsh and Fellows The story reaches a more complex 
gave depth to the egocentric psychological level than the other 
characters who, as a result of three. 
inability to understand the other's The lenght of this story, and the 
plight, develop a hate so strong abrupt psychological leaps that it 
that it will remain with them takes, makes it more tedious than 
forever. the preceding pieces. Chekov's too 
Enemies ' was longer and more protracted descriptions are the 
gloomy than A Calamity, but the only noticeable weakness of the 
contrast, provides insight into this production. In his adaptation, 
husband's point of view, and Edwards kept much of Chekhov's 
captures the essence of the narration in tact, and the stories 
Chekhov predicament: characters are presented in close relation to 
inextricably trapped within the the original prose. 
confines of their own suffering. The beginning of The Lady With 
The sleigh ride from the·doctor's the Dog is deceiving irl its 
house, with the patterns of bare superficial description. Gurov(Joe 
trees projected on the stage _by Massa) meets Anna ( Gretchen 
"Gobo" lights and accompanied by Hopkins) whire vacatio1_1ing in 
Joey Small's narration, gave one Yalta and their relationship begins 
the distinct image of the stark as a seemingly light affair. By the 
Russian landscape in the dead of end of the story, however, the two 
winter. have discovered love for the first 
Agafya, which opened the time. At the height of this 
second act, concerns a man, (Briao realization, the story concludes 
Hotaling) who lives the carefree with the prospect of a long. hard 
life of a bird. This man is attractive struggle to maintain their love. 
to village women and they come to The narrators of The Lady With 
him, bringing gifts of food and the Dog, Michael Guerette and 
clothing ·in exchange for his Dawn Didham, acted as alter-egos 
attention and p 1 e c es of to Anna and Gurov, promoting 
disinterested love. reason and composure in the 
Agafya (Beth Duff) is the victim · chaotic emotional world. 
in this story, and Hotaling's Elsa Ward's costumes were 
insensitive Savka, with the beautifully crafted from original 
sanctimonious village people, patterns of the period. The life and 
crush her. In the final scene, authenticity of the costumes 
Agafya resolves to return to the contrasted Ray Bernier's barren, 
village after her night with Savka. tilted stage design. The stage, as 
The final image o'f the story finds 
. Agafya caught on the morning Russian Nights, page 17 
experimented with new names 101 
Commentary 
the publication. With the rising of 
a new decade, the editors felt they 
needed a fresh approach to the 
journal. Holding a contest to find a 
new name, they d iscovere~ 
By Rhonda Mann 
. Ever wanted to see your name in 
print? Have you ever had the desire 
to become famous. campus wide? 
Well, Commentary, the Commun-' 
ication Department Journal, is 
now accepting submissions of 
. original material for the 1980-81 
edition. 
\ Edited by Communication 
'\m~jors, Commentary will pubH·sh 
student essays which reflect the 
three areas of communication 
studies at the university: Rhetoric 
and Public Address, Mass · 
Communications. and Commun-
ication studies. Also photographs. 
essays. cartoons, media analyses. 
and graphics that deal with these 
three areas arc encouraged for 
submission. 
The idea of a Communications 
Journal was invented six years ago 
by Placie Burns~: Weiss who was 
Commentary and hope now that 
this will bring new creativity to 
involved with the department at · the publication. 
that time. The idea was to express , The submission deadline for 
to the UNH campus the work a nd material is December 15. All work 
atmosphere of the Communicat- should be turned in on or before 
ions Department and · to give this ti~e to . Commentary, c/ o 
students the privilege of hecoming Joshua Meyrowitz, THCO, Paul 
published authors. Weiss, wi th the Cr~ative Arts Center, UNH. For 
help of colleague Tom Scharff, further information, contact the 
made the idea a reality a nd Theater / Communications office 
Serendipity was on its, Way to at 862-229 l. Why submit some-
becoming a project where students thing to Commentary? 
co u Id n ° t O n I Y Pub 1 is h .. Print is the oldest of media, 
communication essays, but could and, in many circles, the most 
also learn how to go about it. respected." said the publication's 
• ' U n I i k e o t h e -r s t u d e n t · • • S d. . fa cu It v advisor. Joshua 
pubhcauons, eren iptty or now. Meyrowitz. And besides. it"s 
Commentar~ . does_ not have ~- 'exciting to see your ideas in print!"" 
formal acjmm1strat1ve structure, 
commented Scharff, who is now 
the journal's technical advisor. 
"It's a group process and a new What became of the feature writers 
experiment each year.·· of yesteryear? 
. After being" Serenoipity for the~ 
pa_~_t five issues, the statf this year 





A concert not to miss 
By P. Rand Tracy 
If you haven't got your tickets and plays a Southside Johnny type 
for Rossington-Collins and Bill of rock with a little more· bass. 
Chinnock. you•d better read this. Chinnock has run three albums 
The Rossingt on-Collins Band on his own label and will be in 
is made up of the surviving Durham Saturday afternoon to 
members of the Lynard Skynard speak with Blitz Kreig on WUNH 
Band. · at 2:00 p.m. After that he will be in 
The band is compriseg of seven Portsmouth at Rock Bottom 
By John Grady members with leading female Records on Congress St. to 
vocals. They play hard driving h lb 
It 's unfortunate more people k d autograp a urns. roe an roll and have been on the A 
d ·idn't come to the combined h f t the concert you can expect to c arts (top orty Rolling Stone and WCOZ 'd · · Concert Of the UN H W ·,nd 8 lib see a van outs1 e g1vmg i oard Magazines for over lb d · k Symphony and the UNH twenty weeks. awaya ums,postersan stlc ers. 
Symphonl·c Band ,·n the Gran,·te T There is also a chance that WBCN heir latest album is called Anr ·11 b h · · · State Room last night. They Time, Am· Place. Anv Where. :~a/lso e t ere giving things 
missed an enjoyable and rare Time, An,: Place. Am• Where. with There have been more then 2000 musical experience. the single . 
, The audience consisted of a few tickets sold to the show, which will 
hundred musl·c , students and sell out today. If you haven't got _. Their latest album is called Anr · h · k faculty. Performers and the ·1r -r· . your ticket, t e tic et booth in tht.. ,,me. Anr Place. Anr Where. with M friends and families. and although the hit single Gotta Get A war. U B wilt be open till 4:00 p.m. 
this made the affair nicely intimate Th' · today. The price is $8 for students 
Id h . d . is summer Rossington- and $10 general admissi.on. many more cou ave enJoye it. Collins was in the Boston area and At least 60 tickets will be sold at Understanding the difference sold out. 
between a W·and Symphony and C . . the door, ·but they will be $10 ontmumg a national tour di f d ; d Symphonl·c Band alone can be • • T regar ess o stu ent non-stu ent starting in exas. the band has sold If 1 b Upl ifting. They are both wind · 1 status. you P an to uy your out in_ every pace they·ve played. 1· k t · th MUB b t b · groups to begin with which means 1c e m e , e sure o ring 
no strings. The symphonic Band is · The band will be playing here at your UNH identification 
b . · h · UN H on Saturday Dec. 6 in the Rossington-Collins and Bill 1gger wit .many instruments 8 0 Ch'tnnock have proved m their paM . I · h t t th FAeld House at :0 p.m. 
Christmas discs 
New releases 
By Joel Brown 
Students whose budgets have · 
recovered from buying The River 
and Rossington-Collins tickets 
may be jn the market for an album 
or two, either for themselves or for 
Christmas stocking stuffers; here is 
-an Arts and Features round-up of 
new releases. 
l) Holler Than Ju(v, Stevie 
Wonder. The Motown Bob Dylan 
~ . 
·· t> 
is at it again, with another · 
multiple-side collection. He is 
swinging toward reggae, and this 
album is much more accessible and 
danceable than his last, The Secret 
Life of Plants. 
2) Zenyatta Modatta, The 
Police. This three-man unit from 
England spent much of last year on 
a world tour in places like India. 
The album is eclectic. inter-
national and a lot less AM-
soundmg than their first. 
3) Remain in Light, The Talking 
Heads. Another step forward for 
David Byrne and crew (and 'fiftht 
head . Brian Eno). They're a big 
band now, with Robert Palmer 
even chipping in percussion. 
(Some of the Heads played on 
Palmer's recent album). Weird 
rythyms and subconscious voices 
weave in and out of this album. 
Strange. But the multilayered· 
.. Once in a Lifetime" and 
.. Crosseyed and Painless" alone 
.are. worth the price of admission. paying t c same par oge er . h b k . performan~es _to be a good show,·• while the Wind Symphony is , Bill Chinnock. t e ac up, 1s 
smaller with one instrument form~rly from As!>ury Park, NJ s-o don't m,ss it. . it . 
playing one part L----------------------------------■ 
4) Double Fantasy, Jon11 
Lennon & Yoko Ono. John finally , 
came around to Paul McCartney's 
point of view: silly love songs. 
Some are good, some are, some are 
As a result the music the Band · the intensity with which the.British the instruments weaved in and out 
performed sounded more like the take their Brass Bands. Every town - trading melodies in the beginning, · 
familiar orchestra with groups of has one and competitions a_re a low, moving middle with a 
instruments playing the same notes frequent. Gordon Jacob was bouncy, flowing riding ending. 
together. The symphony was more commisioned in 1973 to compose a 
like a chamber group. indiyiduals regional competion requirement 
taking turns on the themes and which all the entering bands had to 
interweaving together. Both perform . Hettinger theri 
included complete percussion conducted it. Called a Swedish 
sections. Rhapsody it collaged 8 themes 
The programs were diverse and from swedish folk music. 
exciting. The Symphonic Band Starting with wistful tubas and 
played first. conducted b}' trumpets the music went through a 
Nicholas Orovich. A flourish of march. then a reflective and 
trumpets and drums introduced pensive mood, a grand crescendo 
the Jeremiah Clarke Suite a and renewal. a fast exciting dance 
medley of 17th century English and then a rousing, pounding 
ceremonial music. The march was finish. 
so regal the Duke of Gloucester The Brass Band continued with 
could have entered in all his a Sinfonietta by another living 
majesty. A lovely, quiet serenade ~ng_lishman. Joseph Horovitz. All 
·1 he power of the wind music is 
its ability to project different 
moods strongly to the listener. 
This was illustrated by the final 
piece which joined two 
contradictory moods together. The 
Pastorate and Country Dance by 
Robert Jager began meditatively, 
like laying beside a flowing stream 
, and ended with a crashing, 
glamorous, almost show tune 
complete with bells, saxophones, 
xylophone, and a big booming 
base drum. 
It really is too bad more people 
didn't hear this fine show. 
JC 
6.'Hawks· and Doves, Neil 
Young. Another country fiddlin' 
album from the master of rust, 
blue, and black. Neil Young's 
hawks and doves are the ones of 
the U.S.A., and they seem more 
like Alfred Hitchcock's Birds. 
. 7) Seconds of Pleasure, 
kol:1<.pue. 1 his 1s the first self-titled : 
album by the band that has played 
previous on albums and tours by 
members Nick Lowe and Dave 
5)More George Thorogood and 
. the Destroyers. More of the same 
. but this time with hot sax lines ove; 
'the screaming slide guitar and 
stampeding rhythm section. Pc;1rty 
t·unes. 
daughter and Lowe's w1fe · 
contributes some vocals. 
Appealing stuff. 
Also try new releases from j im 
with flutes followed. then a jolly 
mix · of drums and tubas. A silent 
pause. the conductor strikes the 
baton. and the band steps into a 
lively minuet with its up and down 
beat. The trumpets sound again for 
another princely march to finish. 
--------,---------,.---,.---------------.Edmunds. · Driving pops music. Gallery Carlene Carter - Johnny Cash's 
. Carroll (sounds like an intellectual 
Ramones album), Dire Straits 
(Roy_ Bittan, pianist from the E 
Str~et Band, opens up their sound, 
while Mark Knopfler still works 
out on guitar), Joe Jackson, 
Donna Summer, and Boston•s 
Human Sexual Response. Get 'em 
while they're_ hot, yes? . 
Larry Lang. the marching band 
conductor. led the next piece by W. 
Francis McBeth; Chant and 
Jubilo. Starting slowly, craft_ily 
highlighted by a clinging triangle 
the music grew louder the drums 
beat harder. The different sections 
of the band. woodwinds including 
the flutes and reeds. and the brass 
including the trumpets and horns 
joined together like choirs. 
Orovich returned to conduct the 
final two pieces. Variations on a 
. Korean Folk Song was the first 
composition by Johns Barnes 
Chance, done while he was still in 
high school. • 
Based on a Asian 5 note 
pentatonic scale the piece started 
low in the clarinets. It built in pace 
the oriental rythyms accented by 
xylophone and those clippety-
clop~ity coconuts. The second part 
entered dreamily. slowly with the 
flutes leading the way. It built and 
built to a fantatsic heavenly 
sustained note with · all the 
instruments playing. 
The final theme was one Bach 
transcribed from orchestra to 
wind : Jesu, Joy of Man'.\- Desiring. 
This was a celebritory. Christmasy 
piece with chimes. bells and 
sounding very much like strings. 
· The Wind Symphony followed. 
Fifteen members began with 
Concertine for Trumpet and Wind 
Ensemble. Thomas Pa lance soloed 
on trumpet leading and 
contrasting his accompaniment. 
The first part was very boistrous 
and lively. The second was 
ponderous with the trumpet 
muted. The last part was loud with 
the trumpet and tuba opposing, 
and exchanging while a 
tambourine kept the beat. , 
Stanlev D. Hettinger. the· 
conducior. introduced the Brass 
Band with some anecdotes.,.about 
_By Barbie Walsh-----= 
Ja!'1es J."'ellows, Joseph Small, and 
Michael Walsh in "Russian 
Nights" 
Russian Nights, Continued from page 16 . 
·stark as Russian steppes, right up backdrop, and the projected 
to the ever distinct horizon, patterns of the gobos. 
adapted to the action with the use 
of limited properties and sliding Russian Nights will be presented 
panels. • in the Johnson Theater through · 
Kim Wilken's lighting design, Saturday night. Those involved: 
. sometimes subtly and often with the production have found·, 
perceptibly, enhanced the mood of .the balance of humor and suffering ,_ 
each scene. the most striking necessary to present an 
:1spectsofthelightingweretheuse entertaining and thought-
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LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS . 
A chance to study and llve In London 
A wli;te range of subjects and courses ls available in Central London for 
students of the social sciences . . 
Junior year ............ Postgraduate Diplomas 
One-year Master's degrees ....... Research 
Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, 
Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History, Geography, 
Government, Industrial Relations, International History, International Relations, 
Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics. Social 
Administration. Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and 
Mathematical Sciences. 
Application blanks from : 
Admissions Secretary, L.S.E., Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AE, England. 
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate. 
~ 
SPRINBSTEEN TICKETS 
See the boss at Boston Garden 
Dec. 15th and Dec. 16th.· 
FOR TICKETS CALL 436-9442 
Friday Dec. 5th hw. 6-8 p.m. 
or 
Monday Dec. 8th hw. 6-8 
Uucational Center 
TtST PIEPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
Holiday Compacts: StarJ now 
and continue al any of our over 
80 centers nationwide . · 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
DAYS. EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS 
(617) 482-7420 
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad 
outsi"' NY state CAll, TOU FIEE: ioo-223•1712 · 
Peace Corps 
continued· from page two 
a·nd education in Africa, Asia, ancJ 
Latin America. Their mission is 
. not to do things for people, but to 
s_how t.hem how they can improve 
their lives and become more · self- . 
reliant." 
1-_h~ Peace Corps sees itself as an 
inexpensive form of foreign aid · 
which benefits the citizens of the 
U.S. and the Third World. It givf'": 
Americans · a chance to know the 
Third World anq its people on a 
one-to-one basis. It gives the Third 
World a chance to know the 
Americans as people rather than as 
a _gov~rnment. 
1\~G No11~ 5\{~ . 71-1£ . IVV Ope, 
aoi.t.f.ltA.1 /.,ld,mr --For i\l 
~ ~ .J#JrOX O/ 0 · Evening Sessions 
Rentals Available In the former Great Bay Arena 
BARGAIN NITES .-
I' 
Fox Pt. Rd. 
Newington 431-1110 
$1.50 Mon.-College Nile Wed.-Ladies Nitr 
Jssaac Dow Stop 
right off Kari-van Rt. 
Celebrate the 
MondQ.,~ ) Dec.. i 
Christmas Elf 
will read to 
youngsters! 
10: - 10:JO 
,. 
... 
-ruesc\~~ a Dee. 'l 
Bly film for your 
Christmas pictures 




-r~"'.S~, Dec. ll ( f-y-i do..j I 'DCQ., t:l. 
S ~«l'a. C \ a.us .. he_<"~ ,s 
-tad, ! ! 
12.~oo- '{ :3o ~ 
I~ ._ oo - I.{ : 30 
All tote bags 1~ 
off today! 
~ 
-rutsd~ • De.c. l<o "'e.of\e.sda.j , bee . l1 
Rn N-Y. G-r& 




\:""' «1°1 1 Dec . I Cf 
Faculty/ Staff/ 
Student day o · 
Coffee and cookies. 
s l I • • 
Mot\Ga.~ 1 t>e.c. ~~ 
Christmas Elf reads 
to your children 
while you browse: 
10:00 - 10:JO 
, l • • ~e.cl(\e.sdo..j , 1)ec. 10 ••• •• • 
Sctnta i.S • • 
her-e ! • • 
l 2. ·. oo - '/: 3 O ~ .4 • 
. ,: 
• 
For the whole twelve days: 
ZO%orr: 
* all non-text books 
already discounted. 
* all art calendars 
* all Cross pens 
Christmas Elf is 
"tack with more 
Christmas stories 
for your kids! 
~********** From Monday Dec. 8 **~****** 
~********,... To Friday Dec. 12 ********* 
10:00 - lOsJO 
• 
' • 
, "'t'huf's~o..1 1 l)ec, IS, 
Faculty/ Sta.ff/ 
Student day. Come · • 
in and enjoy·a cup 










. Look for a star on your cash 
register receipt. A star means 
you're a winner! You could win: 
-It a $5 gift certificate 
~ misc o book & supply items 
~much more 
· All holders of -starred receipts 
are eligible for our Grand Prize 
Drawing on Dec. 2J: 
· 1uesdo..f, l>ec. J3. 
15 Poinsettias : •*• ~. 
raffled! Enter our • a. • 
drawing any day af- • A • 
Have dinner on us at 
the New England Center! 
Dinner gift certificate 
for $Jo:· 
ter Deco 1. • 
Grand Prize Drawing-• 
Dinner for two. .,j • 
' ... . :·.· 
Happy Holidays from your friends 
at the UNH Bookstore!! 
@lt@[r@bookstore[Q)@@(t<@lt@[r@[Q)@@(t< 











Institute for Electrical · ~ 
IS 




and Electronic Engineers 
I.E.E.E. -Student Organization 
COMMERCIAL . PINBALL 
MACHINE 
Drawing - Dec. 1 2 
Tickets will be sold in the MUB on the following day: 
. MONDAY Dec. 8 - (on the balcony) 
FRIDAY Dec. 12 - (by the cafeteria) 
At any other time they can be purchased in 
(IEEE Lounge) Kingsbury Room 215. 
PRICE: 50¢ each, 3 for $1.00 
HAS ANYONE TRIED TO RAPE YOU? 
HAVE YOU BEEN RAPED? 
HAS SOMEONE YOU KNOW BEEN 
RAP-ED? 
ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT RAPE? 
If you (!nswered, "YES" to any of these questions, we would like 
your participation in a study of attitudes toward rape sponsored 
by the UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. We are 
interested in interviewing people in general as well as rape 
victims. If you are willing to be interviewed or have any questions 
about.this study, please ca/J Dr. Ellen Cohn or Dr. Michael Latta 
collect_ (603) 862-2360 from 1 to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
CONFIDENTIALITY IS GUARANTEED 
Pre-Med Students 
Al90 HNtth Plof-lOl.a Studenl8 and 8clence ...... 
Are yC'J interested in studying to 
become a.physician? 
If ao, Inquire about._ UnMralty of Doffl111lca, 8ahoOI 
of Medicine. . 
• Listed in WHO World Oirectofy of Medtcal Schools 
• All courses taught in Englfsh, by Prof8810r1 from U.S. 
Medical Schools 
• Modeled after American Medical Education System 
• Four semesters of Basic Sciences taught on the island of 
Dominica during a sixteen month period 
• Two years of clinical cler1<ships at various U.S. teaching hospitals . 
• Eligible after second yearfor ECFMG application 
• Graduates eligible for FLEX examinations 
• Limited number of applicants being accepted for 
February, 1981 semP.Ster 
For more information, a catalog and appllcdon form, wrlte: 
University of Dominica/ School of Medicine 







TIME : l to 4 pm 
PLACE: Mac 
CHRISTENSEN HALL 
TOWER B, BASEMENT 
DROP IN 
• chat' with the Mac staff 













Every half hour, starting a t 1: 00 , th ere will be a showing of a film on s ome 
calculus topic, such as 1 continuity, limi ts, maximizing and other applications. 
SLIDE/TAPE AUDIO TAPES FIL'ISTRI PS "LIVE" TUTORS FILM LOOPS FI L.'IS 
PLEASE IIELP TIIIS CIIRISTMAS!! 
Christmas is a time for children, and every child deserves something 
extra special around the holiday. There are children though, those living in 
children's homes, who are not asf ortunate as you and I. The biggest part of 
Christmas, the love of the fami!J, is m1ssingfrom their lives. We need your 
help to brighten up their Christmas. 
THE MUB PUB CLUBwillonceagainbeworkingtomake Christmas 
at a local children's home a warm and enjoyable occasion. Sunday, 
December 7, 1980 is the night of the annual MUB PUB CLUB Christmas 
party. We ask that you all participate by donating a gift to help make a 
child smile at Christmas. 
N.H.O.C. CHEERFUL Any gift that you can donate will help make this a very cheerful holiday 
for the youngsters. We want you all to unite-patrons of the MUB PUB 
CLUB, students,faculty, and staff-so that Christmas for these children will 
once again be an enjoyable, loveable holiday. SKI SWAP 
Dec 10-12 ~am-5pm 
Senate Menimack Room MUB 
SELLandBUY 
Winter Sports Equipment 
If you cannot be at the Pub on December 7th but would still like (o 
donate a gift, please call Student.Activities at 862-1001, or talk to Rick 
Bean. 
So please help this Christmas. Nothing ca,:z ever replace the family 
around Christmas time, but with your help we can -maybe, just maybe, 
make their holiday one worth remembering. 
A RICK BEAN PRODUCTION 
DOONESBURY 
SHOE 
fHE NEW H1AMPSfilRE 
1




by Garry Trudeau 
. by Jeff· MacNelly ·· 
by Crail
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I'VE FINAU.,'( FIGU~D ovr . . 
WHAT~ Wf<ON& WITM MY tANDINGS. 
DOONESBURY 
MR. M&5HAI<, iC8UAIN- NO 
lY APMCJIITE >1XIR PfaJ1.£M 
teTTING ABC Nat/S 1m l • 
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by Garry Trudeau 
W&ll, Ff<ANKL~ 
I tuA5 HOPJN0 










49 Woman's name or 22 Jacques Cousteau's 
song dOlllclin ACROSS 
1 With 10-Across. 50 Scientist's work 25 Picture game 
famed spy 59 "- and a Woman" 26 Make a great effort 
5 ..... partridge .in 60, Gay - 27 Classic movie 
- tree 61 Capri, for one western 
10 See 1-Across 62 Sodium chloride 28 Type of vote 
14 Birthstone 63 Cordage fiber 29 Heart chambers 
15 Words of denial 64. But: Fr. 30 Dine at home 
16 Mr. Preminger 65 Catch sight of (2 wds.) 
17 Type of word 66 Contestant · 31 like Jacques Brel 
18 Certain playing 67 Adam's grandson 32 The Marx Brothers' 
card · "A Day at the -" 
· 19 Well: Sp. 34 Part of a circle 
20 Promptness DOWN 40 The age of some 
23 Clothing size 1 Player's turn septuagenarian~ 
(abbr.) .2 Highest point 41 Geometric c4rve 
24 Zodiac sign 3 Infield cover· 42 In a c1ich€d 
25 Takes it easy 4 Italian architect manner ,,. :r 
(2 wds.) 5 West Indies jsland 43 M*A*S*H star 
29 As hungry - 6 Sweet wine 44 Dai.ly occurrence in 
33 Enliven 7 Small case England 
35 Living room: Sp. 8 Military equipment, 4q.•· -· - avion 
36 Opie' s aunt for short .. 50 A 11 evi ate 
37 Hockey great 9 Drive back 51 Certain holiday. 
38 Spasm 10 Associates for short . 
39 Vases familiarly 52 Insect appendage 
41 Tending to stir up 11 "It's - galile" 53 Water pipe 
45 In a sloped 12 Map notations 54 Fonnerly 
manner (abbr.) 55 Approaching · 
47 Francis and Dahl 13 Charged particles 56 "No man - island" 
48 Monetary worth · 21 Certain doctoral - 57 Sundry assortment 
(abbr.) degree (abbr . ) 58 Robert Staclc role 
; 
PAGE-TWENTY-TWO _ 
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Shroud of Turin 
continued from page two 
that a .. sudde~ · burst of energy, hypothesis has been considered the 
emenating from the body .radiated closest that they have come to 
on to the cloth ... DeSalvo went on understcmdinj? the ill}age. · 
to say that the burst could have Some interesting facts that 
only lasted for two miliseconds. the crucu1ea man 1s \.. hnst are the · 
.. Objects closest to the doth co n s p i c u o us i n d e n ta t i on s 
would be scorched the most. "This encircling the man's skull. 
is _how the shroud looks, and this DeSalvo believes that these marks 
.---------llllllliiiiliillilil! ... _ .. 




USED BOOK BUY 
could be the result of a cap of 
thorns, contrary to Christian art 
which depicts Jesus wearing a 
ringktte. . 
In 1978 a Spectroscopic photo 
showed there were coins over the 
mans eyes. through· technology 
the coins were identified as ones 
$ - $ - $ 
only produced in Pilot's reign. 
These coins were only in 
circulation between 30 and 32 
A.O. 
.OeSalvo's presentation lasted 
~n h~~r. and was followed by many 
mqu1s1t1ve questions from the 
crowd. Asked if he as a scientist 
believed this was the burial cloth of 
Jesus Christ. he answered .. Science 
will never say that this is the burial 
cloth of Jesus Christ-That's 
something you have to think about 
for yourself. All a scientist can say 
is how old it is." . 
Most questions were very good, 
however after the presentation, a 
woman asked him if the discovery 
of white blood cells on the shroud 
could expos~ the ON A make-up so 
wat they might be able to ma Ke· a 
· clone of Jesus. DeSalvo answered 
with a disgusted shrug o( the 
shoulders. 
UP TO 50°0 ON .CERTAIN TITLES 
DeSalvo · also mcntintd other 
sources than himself for further 
knowledge of the Shroud. 
National Geographic's June 1980 
issue contains a special on the 
Shroud and Ian Wilson's book The 
Shroud of Tiran (available in 
paperback)° is a complete study of 
the subiect. 
MU-B 
coos- cheshi re room DeSalvo also said that a carbon-
14 dating analysis was being done 
to date the age of the Shroud and · 
results ot this test Will be coming 
out in January. Desalvo himself is 
working on a new· hypothesis in 
DEC IS-19 9am-4 m 
. Pennsylvania where ' he . is · a 
teacher of Anatomy and 
Physiology at , Northampton 
·county Area Community College. 
but would not elaborate on his new 
theorv. 
~~~ill~ W~~IB~~ 










Women's Tops & 
Bottoms from . $.5.00 ---------
_Mefr's ,clothing from $9.99 
Shoes from · $5"~99 
This .'is our last semester, 
stock up now /or X-MAS 
and Winter Break! 
·Body & Sole 
42 Main St. 
Durham, NH 
HETZEL HALL PROUDL V PRESENTS . 
Its 4th Annual, 48 Hour 
DANCE-A-THON 
to benefit the Kidney Foundation - N.H. Affiliate 
DANCE THE. HOURS AWAY . ~ . 
Registration begins NOWP' Get your forms·at 
the Mub Desk; Area I, II, 111 Desk; Commuter Center Desk; 
from you·r Head Resident or Frat./ Sorority President 
Questions .- Contact Amy or Jean in Rm. 324, Hetzel 
862-1614 or 86&9833 
Grand Prize: Trip for hrn t9 sunny Bt"rnmda! 
Sponsored in. part b~· R & W Tr,nel · 
. \ 
· Feb. 6, 7 & 8, 1981 
Begins at 6 p.m. 
Granite State ·Rm., MUB 
Bigger and Better Prizes Than Ever Before 
Needed: 2 Female Roommates for 
Semester II. Apartment in Durham within 
easy walking distance of campus. Rent 
8800.00 each per semester, includes 
heat. Call Sue at 868-56Z.2. 12/ 12 
For Rent. (Durham) Single and Double 
Rooms. Furnished w / Utilities, Cooking 
facilities and within walking distance to 
Campus. Call 868-2192 M-F(9-5). 12/12 
Female Roommate needed to share 3 
bedroom apartment in Dover, to start 2nd 
semester. On Kari van route, inexpensive, 
and good neighbors. Call 749-3382. 
12/ 12 
Roommate needed-Dover: I am looking 
for one (male) person to share a 3 room 
apt . with me. You can have your own 
bedroom. 5 miles from UNH. Near K-van. 
Available anytime after Dec. 17, 1980. 
$125 per month. Off street parking. Call 
Sam at 749-2138, or 617-922-5933. 
12/ 9 
·Furnished room for rent in Rochester 
private home. Laundry, kitchen, pool etc. 
$200.00 per month for 2 persons. Prefer 
two females or couple. Call 332-5969 or 
write P.O. Box 1912 Rochester N.H. 
03867. 12/ 12 
2 Roommates wanted-own bedroom for 
each. On · Young Drive in Durham for 
second semester. 564/ semester each. 
868-1581 . 
Roommate wanted for a beautiful farm 
house, 350 acres BARNS, FIELDS! Wood 
stove 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, huge kitchen. 
$70.00 month plus utilities. Open room 
available now! Call 742-5963. 12/ 16 
Room for Rent in private house. Mature 
quiet grad student preferred and 
nonsmoker. Available Jan 1st, $ 100/ mo. 
Stratham Call 77P.-7nP.~. 
Female Roommate wanted, 2nd 
semester. Durham, close to campus. Call 
Anne 868-7148. 
Wanted to rent for Spring Semester -
Apartment for 2 to 4 females in Durham. 
Call Joan 749-3382. Any information will 
be apprE:ciated. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: needed one 
female room ate to share a 3 bedroom apt. 
in Dover with 3 other girls for 2nd 
semester . Inexpensive and good 
neighbors. On Kari-van route!! Call soon 
Single Room Available, 2nd semester in 
Strafford House. Furnished with bed, 
bureau, table, chairs. kitchenette and 
cupboard space. Carpeted and paneled. A 
Bargain at $780/semester. regularly 
$825. Please see Mark Gagnon at Am. B-· 
8 Strafford House or phone 868-9818 
12/ 12 
Two girls are looking for an apartment in 
Durham. Have one you want to pass on? 
Call 659-6095, Laura or Karen. 12/5 
Durham apartment needs third female 
roommate for December and 2nd 
semester . S 134/month includes 
heat/utilities. own furnished room, 
kitchen, bathroom. Excellent location in a 
friendly house. Call Joy 868-1258, over 
Thanksgiving call 603-826-5815 12/9 
Need Female to share 3 room apartment -
Each has own bedroom . Share kitchen 
and bath . Parking. Heat paid. Quiet 
person. $110/ mongh each plus S7.50for 
electric. 868-2735 Ask for Linda. Please 
leave message. 12/ 12 . 
2 bedroom, kitchen, bathroom ground 
floor apt. 2 miles from UNH, nice location. 
325/month. call Feza or Virginia in the 
evenings 868-5403. 12/5 
Two male roomates wanted to share room 
in 2 bedroom Dover Apt. Available 
January 1. $87 each'per month plus heat 
and electric. 3 miles to UNH. On Kari -van 
route. Call 742-1065. 12/9 
Save money for school. Live rent free 
Cook / Housekeeper . Only Serious 
inquiries. Nov-May, close to shuttle. Call 
926-2421 after 5 p.m. 12/5 
Roommate wanted, for 5 bedroom house 
in Dover. Washer and Dryer, 2 car garage, 
90 bucks a month plus heat and 
electricity, male preferred- Contact 
anyone at 749-.1853. May the best man 
win- No Fumar. 12/5. 
For Rent : 2nd semester through summer. 
Apartment bedroom for 1 or 2 females. 
Crescent house in Durham on Madbury 
Rd . Close to UNH $255 per month plus 
util. ':'11186R-_i:;!=!1'4 1? / 1? 
2 Female Boarders wanted in my hqme. 
$45 per week per person. All utilities 
included. Call 335-1522 after 4 p.m. 12/2 
1974 Karman Ghia. New engine at 150 
h.p. 30 m.p.g. New Transmission, 
reconditioned body. Excellent interior, 
$500 sound system. Koni shocks, very 
fast! Handles well- a wise investment. 
This car is ready to drive! 2870 or B. 0. 
Call 742-5963. 12/ 16 
V.W. Karman Ghia 1974 - Very Fast! 
2180 c.c. engine at 150 h.p. High 
Performance Parts, driven only 20,000 
miles. New transmission, Koni shocks -
reconditioned body, silver blue paint. 
$500 sound system, AM/ FM Tape, 6 
speakers Many Extras. $2870 or 8.0. Call 
742-5963. 12/ 16 
FOR SALE: Olin Mark IV's, 180's salomon 
555 bindings, 2 yrs old, good condition. 
S 130 or best offer. Call anytime Diane . . 
rm . 305, 2-1666 or 868-9846. 
FOR SALE: Colonial sofa bed sofa . S25. 
Call 868-7304. 
I _t9~~- 4.~~ 
~ver color. Ask i:ig S2300. Call 742-
1646. 12/5 
For Sale: 1972 VOLVO 142 AUTO. Great 
running condition, excellent winter car. 
am-fm cassette stereo, radials all around. 
It. blue. Call 868-5236 ask for Mark 
Ganzer. $1,200. 12/12. J 
Lost: One birthstone ring - garnet stone . 
with 2(two) spin els on a 10 k gold swirled 
·setting. Extreme sehtimental value. If 
found or have any info. please call Alec at 
74'2-5919. 
Lost: 1 green day pack on Nov. 26, 1980 in 
th~ Quad parking. Please return to Glenn 
in Am. 201 Englehardt or call 868-9827 
for a $50 reward. 12/ 9 
Lost in Durham : Lady's white gold, square 
Hamilton wrist watch. Vicinity Shop & 
Save or Park Ct. 868-2351 days - 868-
7349 eves. 12/ 9 
Lost : Shorthaired Spaded Black cat with 
·white paws and · bib. Lost between · 
Newmarket and Durham on Stagecoach 
Ad., very friendly and I'd like to have him 
back, Please call Kevin 659-6313. 
Reward I For return of woman's wallet lost 
Nov, 25 in or near Spaulding Am. 135. 
Brown suede and nylon. Contains 
important I.D's and personal materials of 
no use to anyone else. Keep the money if 
you want. but return to MUB info, no 
questions asked, or to Smith Rm. 110 for 
reward. 12/ 9 
PIANO IS BEAUTIFUL! I offer carefully 
structured musical training on the piano 
in my home. Treat your musical ear! Call 
days: 749-0697, eves : 868-2837. 12/ 12 
MONTHLY CALENDAR of women's 
events in New Hampshire, V~rmont, and 
Maine. Send $1.00 for sample copy and 
subscription information. Lesbian events 
and happenings covered . Write : FULL 
CIRCLE CALENDAR, P.O. Box 235, 
Contoocook, NH 03229 . Events, 
classifieds, notices welcome. 12/ 12 
Freshman Council -Presents-opening 
night Boston Ballet "THE NUTCRACKER" 
Dec. 11, showtime 7:30. The tickets value 
over $8.00 but the freshman council is 
offering these Opening Night ticket PLUS 
busfare for only $6.50. Sign ups upper 
Huddleston/Dean of Studer.ts. (Sorry, 
freshman only.) 
Help Wanted : PART-TIME position 
available for college student to represent 
travel comapny on c_ampus . Earn 
corn[l: ission,. fr1,re travel and work 
experience. Contact :·Beachcomber Tours, 
Inc., 11 Lane Avenue, Bedford, Mass. 
01730. (617) 275-7659. 12/9 
Connecticut based manufacturer wishes 
to hire student for on campus sales. 
Flexible hours, high commission rate. 
Product is a newly developed heated 
windshield wiper . Call collect (203) 481-
6207. 12/12 
TYPING - Retired secretary. Experienced 
in all types of term papers. Proficient in 
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc. 
Reasonable rates . Prompt service . 
Located walking distance to UNH. Call 
Anita 868-7078. 20 Park Court, Durham. 
12/ 12 
Having a party? Need a D.J.? Try Sunday 
Brunch for a change of pace. For more 
info. call Dwayne or Dan at 742-
7422.12/2. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by 
University Secretarial Associates. IBM 
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice of 
style, pitch . Spelling, grammar, 
punctuation corrected. 14 years 
secretarial/teaching experience. Diana 
Schuman 742-A858. 12/ 12 
PRECISION TYPING- Experienced 
secretary in all areas of typing. Fast 
and professional results. Choice of 
type elements and style. Reasonat;,Je 
rates . Call s ·ethany 868-5746. 
12/12. 
Informal Support Groups for Returning 
Students-mutual support and 
encouragement for nontraditional 
students. Groups will meet monthly at 
various locations. If you are not.already 
signed up call Cynthia · Shar . at the 
Counseling and Testing Center 862-2090 
12/ 12 
PIANO IS BEAUTIFUL! 1 offer carefully 
structured musical training on the piano 
in my home. Treat your musical earl Call · 
days: _749-0697, eves: 868-2837. ,12/12 
AVON REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED 
(Male or Female) in Dorms, Frats and 
Housing in Durham and surround mg . 
towns. Earn $40 on $100 sales. Phc,ne 
the Avon Manager-Genevieve Smith at 
742-6666. 12/ 5 
R~ West Palm Beach ·area, Florida, 
any time after December 17 (Wednesday). 
Share driving and expenses. Ask for Sue 
at 659-6095. 12/5 
PERSONALS · 
,~ ;g~ person ~h~ stole K~towh VP.~t ~ 
jacket from Catnip Pub on Nov. 19. We 
know who '£9.U are and ,t ou ao not return 
irt6·00:-loffi1h'tiHt"'6f . 
will be taken. P.S. Don't forget the wallet. 
12/5 
I 
Dave & Scott: Why did you leave me on 
the Clam Flats? I was washed up on the 
Seabrook Side & I began to glow, I was 
then picked up by a Russian Spy Thinking I 
was a new secret weapon & kidnapped to 
a science lal:i outside of moscow. It took 
me 6 w_eeks to smuggle this message out 
thru the underground. Help!Help! Your 
Loyal Pet Lucas. 
To my big sis Laurie Keder, thanks for 
making pledging the BEST! Morning 
raids, Big Sis Hunt, $corps, Pike Hike, Mai 
Kai, G.H .• Young's, and Gangster raids 
have all been _great! I am psyched for 
Saturday! Love, Tamera. 
We love you Sandy, oh yes we do, We love 
you Sandy, and we'll be true, when you're 
not near us. we're blue, Oh Sandy DZ's 
Fall Pledges love you . Thanks for being 
the best!! 
Dear B2 , Want to let you know how great I 
think you are! Pledging couldn 't have 
been any better, especially that last trip to 
Portsmouth-Running Stairs, Silly us! 
Thanks so much for everything, words 
just aren't enou·gh. Love Ya. little sis of 
your big sis-Deb P. 
ACTION: Now where do I begin, it was so 
long ago, at a place called Camp Huckins 
where WE both go ... the lasting friencship 
has again appeared for Delta Zeta is very 
dear. The morning raids, the doughnut 
feasts, the songs that no one could EVER 
beat; drinking, dancing and laughing too 
are what means to ME and YOU! So, 
thanks Di, with all my heart. ypu·ve been 
the best right from the start. Lots of love 
and friendship, KAT_H 
BO DEREK, ROBERT REDFORD and 
STEVE MARTIN are not eligible for the 
UNH Games Room Billiard, Table Tennis 
and Video Games Tournament but you 
are. Register by next week at the games 
room desk. 
Santa's elves will be at UNH Dec 11 & 12, 
1 O am-6pm. So be prepared to buy your 
holiday gifts at the annual UNH Christmas 
Crafts Fair in the Granite State Room of 
the MUB. 
n~ar Debbie : This is it! Inspiration Week is 
dt its close, and Sunday is fast 
approaching : Look, Listen and 
Learn ... And best of luck always in Phi Mu! 
It's been a great semester-Get psyched 
for Sunday! Love, Chris 
tjarry Jonnson-Super Job Sigma Nu 's 
P.O., We're psyched for an awesome time 
at Cape Cod, . Smitty & Frank fantastic job 
w/pledges. It looks like Fall
1s the Balls. 
Seabreeze & Lipnads 
Laurie-Phi Mu- My great little sis. You're 
in the home stretch now. Have a fun 
week. Get ready for Sunday night. Love, 
.B,S.Anne 
So Kev-ls this the last personal? Maybe I'll 
send one "par avion." Get ready for a 
greatiwo wee.ks. L. __ 
Randy.- So you haven't gotten a personal 
all semJster. Well, here it is. I'll wish you a 
happy birthday even though it's not until 
January 12. I'll miss ya next semest~r so 
please write, or call?? Love ya--here s to 
one more dinner before the end ?f the 
semester. But this time you do the dishes! 
Your little friend . 
Jon, here's your personal at long 
last...Boston was fun, hope you had a 
. good time too. Next time lets pick a ~lace 
, BEFORE we genhere! Thanx for the rides. 
Good luck on finals . Jacki 
Ski Tuning - con:,Qlete service includes 
scraping, flat filing, side filing, deburring, 
hot wax ancfbuff. Reasonable prices. Pick 
up and delivery if needed. Call Jim 749- . 
1394. 12/12 
Faculty and Staff - The children at a local 
childrens home do not have the benefits 
your kids will have Christmas morning. 
Thats why we're sponsoring Christmas 
for them. A small gift will help the cause. 
Donation' of gifts will be Sunday night 
December 7th at the MUB PUB CLUB. If 
you can't make it and would like to donate 
a gift. call student activities 2-1001 . We'll 
oick it uo. A Rick Bean Production. 
Lala- -Only two more weeks left to abuse 
the cat, stay up late together, ·get 
motivated by Bruce, but most of all only 
two more weeks to be together! What will 
I do for four weeks without your shoulder 
to cry on, your smile to share my 
excitements. your encouragement to get 
me through the rough times? I hope your 
vacation Is great--but I'm going to miss 
you! Love. L. 
M .URTHA, MEREDITH, PHYLUSS, 
ANDRE-AH & ELLENN: We only have 1 
weekend before finals! Forget the books, 
lets hit the bars ... -M 
; l \i\,1 I T /, -1 • I ' .. ·.\ ti ·. ~" 
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DEAR BEACH HOUSE ~UDDY, I hate to Denise and Stacy-We heard you were 
accept defeat but. .. lts hard to forget those going to Sigma Nu's p.d. Denise, are you 
visions I had of sunny seaside days with really wearing a bathrobe? Stacy, who are 
you. I guess I really never thought I'd fall you going with? Popcorn and wodka-
again so easily. Time will tell...l miss you! a_lo_h_a_._1_0_6_&_1_0_7 _______ _ 
A FORMER Westerner. To Jocelyn-Thanks again for inviting me 
Mark-You deserve an emmy for your 
talented keg shuffling abilities. thanks to 
you. we beat " the system'' once again! 
"Do yol,I need help carrying that (empty) 
keg?" You're welcom~ at our parties 
anytime! Mary-Jo and Lynda 
TOSNOM presents .a lecture and 
demonstration on altered states of 
consciousness and psycho kinesis 
phenomena by Dr .. Mario P. Varvoglis of 
Princeton Research Laboratories Mon 
Dec 8 at 7:30 Hillsboro-Sullivan Room 
Mll.lB 
Lee-Lee , Happy Late Anniversary! 
Remember, "Friends is friends, and pals 
is pals, but buddies sleep together". We 
can't be heroes, but we can be buddies, so 
LET'S GET STUPIDl!!Love. TEO 
TO RAIA TIE f.{oughface 
PCHS....:...thanks for twisting my arm last 
tuesday night-it was worth missing 
biology! Monogamy is so boring ... aren't 
you glad you game it up? aftf the UNH 
Psych Dept. Christensen Lounge, Mon. 
Dec. 8 at 7:00. Free, refreshments. 
How about some Christmas Elfin' Magic!! 
Send a gift of homemade Christmas 
cookies to friends on campus-delivered in 
the hands of singing elves. All for $1 .00 
Call Fairchild 2-1598 or 2-1600 by 
December 9. 12/ 9 
REWARD! For return of Woman's wallet 
lost in or near Spaulding Rm 135 on 
Tuesday,, Nov. 25. Brown suede and 
nylon. Contains important 1.0. ·s and 
personal materials of no use to anyone 
else. Keep the m 
To Sue: the best Little Sis there is! Phi Mu 
will never be the same-you have brought 
so much vitality into our home! Really go 
all out· this week and get ready for the 
exciting, rowdie, loving world of 
sisterhool. Welcome! Lots of love, Cindy. 
Stereo& Video Components at MEGA 
Discounts. All new & fully guaranteed. 
Major brands available. Lowest prices 
anywhere in New England. Call Mike 
Coleman at 862-1288 or stop by room 22 
in Kappa Sigma anytime.12/ 12 
To little sis Susie: Today's the day you'.ve 
worked so hard for. Enjoy, you deserve it. 
Thanks for a memorable semester. Go 
nuts tonight! Love alwavs Juciv ·vn 
MARY and DENISE-You two _had f_un ~t 
Homecoming Dance. Just wait until this 
weekend. Sigma Nu's P.O. at Cape Cod. 
Girls get wicked psyched for an awesome 
time ya ya . Mike & Jim 
Happy Birthday Helen!! (Aday early,, four 
best buddies, Laurie and Beth. 
Chris- -I will never be able to tell you how 
much I appreciated the rides this week-
and especia I ly the way you put up with my 
grouchy ugliness! Not only are you a life-
saver, but a really special friend! How can 
one person ... (be so thoughtful!) Because 
of you, all my problems were solved! Love 
ya! L. 
-
on my FIRST pledge dance. I had a super 
time. Better than Canada. 
Genie-It's almost over-hope you've had 
fun. You 're the best little sisters that there 
ever could be. I'll never forget the fun 
we've had and I'm looking forward to 
much much morel Love alwavs, Glo 
Phil : What's this? Still not excited about 
tomorrow? This is our last Pledge Dance-
so .let's do it up! Sincerely, Beana 
To Dizzy DZ, let's hope your birthday is 
filled with elderly italians, 7 and Ts, 
warm milk, big klopps that creep up on · 
you in the night, red eyed pigs, end of the 
bed surprises. Happy Belated 19th I Love, 
Kisses. Cap, Pooms, and Tim 
Desire to contact women or men who 
belong to or have knowledge of the Wicca 
Craft. Call Don 431-3074 
To my Perfect Little Twin Bros. M.B.L. I . 
hope my car I sold you runs soon. And 
P.A.L. I hope you buy one soonl!Just 
kiddingl!!T.C.L. P.S.Oh Yeah Happy 
Belated Birthday. Hey Shep. 
To the pretty blonde that I met on Nov. 21 · 
in the Providence bus station : I carefully 
watched your suitcase while you made a 
phone call. I enjoyed talking to you and 
would like to see you again. Call me at 2-
2196. Ask for Ken. 12/ 9 
Are you tfred of trying to lose weight 
without any results? Then try Weight 
Watchers. Meetings every Tuesday 7:30 
P.M .. at the Durham Community Church 
on Main Street. Our program really 
works.12/9 
St_ude~tsl Do you have Marvel comic 
books sitting around you room? If so, lwill 
assess and most likely buy them from you. 
Call 868-5149 between 4 pm and 8 pm 
Monday thru Friday, Ask for Tim. 12/12 . 
Happy Birthday Honeychops .. . Love MB 
Hey Barn Barn! Te Quierol Even when I'm 
in Spain! Love Pebs. 
GINA: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Sitting next to 
you in history has helpl'!d the endless 
hours slip by much quicker. Forget the 
Final & CELEBRATE TO_NrT:_E-P 
REWARD! For return of Woman's wallet 
_lost in or near Spi3ulding Rm 135 on 
Tuesday, Nov. 25. Brown suede. and 
nylon. Contains important I.D.'s and 
1 . personal materials of no use to anyone 
-else. Keep the money if you want. Return 
ti') MUR info. no questions asked, or to 
Cindy-You're a great Big Sister. Thanx for 
all the fun times and memories-donuts, 
breakfast at Youngs, raids, laughing 
hysterically at the PD and everything else. 
It's been a great semester pledging! I Love 
Sue , 
882-2293 
."sQmeone to talk to·" 
' I ~ 
Self-help ,progralll 
continued from page three 
to the · increased interest in- the 
program· according to French. 
.. There have been articles about 
the program in the Campus 
Journal," French said. 
A picture from a Campus 
Journal of President Handler and 
· her·executive assistant Dr. Hose in 
the process of applying weather 
: ~tripping to a window hangs on 
French's office door. 
'"The program has been used 
quite a bit liitely. The overall 
response has · been good," said 
French ... The :students have been 
fantastic," added French, "but 
there has not been a large response 
from .the academic comrqunity." 
"It's hard to get the 
administration side going," 
according the technicians. 
WHAT'S UP 
IN THE MUB? 
Friday, December 5, 1980 
Toute Suite 
Back from the Battle 
of the Bands 
$1 -
Saturday, December 6, 1980 . 
Rock & ·Roll Movies 
"THE T,NT SHOW" 
& 
The Beatles in: 
"Yellow Submarine" 
$1 
Both nights' entertainment 
begins at 8 pm 
MUSO 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
862-1485 
Administrators who have used 
the program are pleased with the 
results. 
"I am engaged in the office 
efforts to conserve energy by 
putting up caulking and plastic on 
single panes of the president's 
office," said Dr. Hose. 
Smith has also put caulking on 
the windows in his office. 
"We haven't used the self-help 
program yet, but :we intend to. 
We'll be putting plastic and 
caulking on the windows,"- said 
Dead of Admissions, Eugene 
Savage. "We must take every step 
we can take to conserve energy." 
Conservation groups and 
programs have been set up within • 
dorms and there is an energy 
council in each dorm. The Energy 
Conservation Office fully 
cooperates will all energy goups, 
according to French. 
The groups are often led by 
RA 's, Hall Directors or students 
themselves. Some conservation 
groups are located in Stoke Hall, 
. Williamson Hall, and the mini 
dorms. committee in Stoke Hall according 
Michael Cody, a resident of to chairman Mike Andrews. "It 
Woodruff House, has applied (self-help) will save the University 
weather stripping around doors in money and in the long run, it will 
his dorm. "Most of the doors have save students money," said 
old stripping that is rotting or no Andrews. 
stripping at all," said Cody. "It's Andrews ordered plastic, 
worn out and needs replacement," caulking, and duct tape from the 
he addeci . Energy Office. The large sections 
Cody is using the self-help of plastic were used to cover up the 
program as his dorm project. windows in Stoke. The caulking 
..They ( PPO & M) are very helpful was usea for outside doors and 
•and have lots of advice," said windows. Duct tape was used to 
· Cody. put the plastic up . . 
In Hetzel Hall, the installation ··The study lounge and stairwells 
of weather stripping for sealing have been completed. We have 
cracks around doors 'is just one . already used fifty sheets of plastic 
activity in Hetzel Hall's dorm . ans we're ready to order 50 more," 
improvement day. Resident Barry said Andrews. 
Buck said, ••1 have high praise for There have been no problems 
the whole program. The students with the self-help program 
are interested in helping out." according to French. With the 
French issued weather stripping continuation of interest and 
for all of the doors in Hetzel Hall response, the program should 
that needed sealing, according to continue to grow. 
Buck. ..David Marais just ordered 
.. The technicians told me how to plastic 300-400 windows in 
go about stripping the doors" Buck Williamson Hall," said French . 
said. . Williamson uses electric heat 
Seven students are on the energy and the plastic on the windows will 
cut down a lot on energy usage 
according to Shepherd. 
Durham 
, Bike 
Last year $10,000 in funding was 
appropriated to the energy self-
help program by then Interim · 
President Jere Chase. 
BICYCLE STORA&E 
$ I 0,392 was spent on the energy 
self help program. The additional 
$392 was borne by PPO&M 
according to Gerald Boothby, 
assistant to the director on budget 
on control systems. 
PPO&M spent an additional 
$7,930 . for other energy 
conservation measures such as / 
Winter Storage 
Storage and Tune-up 








energy saving controls and storm 
doors. 
This year's self-help budget has 
increased according to Dozier. 
$16,300 has been alloted for 
supplies and $3,200 has been . 
alloted for hourly labor said 
Dozier. 
The program will continue in the 
future according to Dozier. 
.. It's as much a part of campus 




A Lecture and Demonstration 
On Altered States · Of Consciousness 
, ... - -
and PK Phenomena 
monDAV DECEMBER Bib 
7:30 Pffl 
.HillSbJl'O -SUiiivan Room ~.mua~ .. ~. 
Swimmers opell with • a WID, 
By Sue Valenza 
The UNH men's swim team 
toppled visiting Holy Cross 
Wednesday 55-29 to open what 
looks like a very promising 1980-
8 l season. 
-- The Wildcats took first place 
honors in every event but one 
putting them out in front to stay 
from the opening minutes of the 
meet. 
"Several guys did very well 
including best times or nearly so. 
I'm excited about the prospects for 
the championships~ in March," 
coach Frank Helies said. 
"At this point in the season, I 
expect people to be 3 seconds per 
l 00 yards off their best times. 
Anything better than that is a ver~1 
promising sign, particularly since 
the team had a tough workout at 6 
a.m. the morning of the meet," 
added fifth year assistant coach 
Peter Markos. 
Major strengths for UNH came 
in the freestyle events with one-two 
finishes in the 50 yd. and 100 yd. 
events as well as first place honors 
in the 200,100 , and 500 freestyle 
events. 
Track 
continued from page 27 
Joel Dennis, who broke three 
UN H records last year as a 
freshman will return to the shot 
put circl~ thi~ season in the hopes 
?f bettenng his own ma(._ks . Dennis 
· 1s also a member of the'ilammer 
throw squad along with Paul 
Litchfield and David L'Homme. 
Copeland describes his hurdlers 
as "all strong threats ." These 
. threats include last year New 
England scorer Steve Smith along 
with Wayne Scott and Sommers. 
"It should · prove to be an 
interesting season," Copeland 
stated. "We have a real tough 
schedule but I feel that this season 






Junior Doug Sampson and 
sophomore Bill Bond finished first 
and second respectively in the 
1000, Sampson turning in a solid 
l l :06, nearly two minutes ahead of 
H.C.'s Sean McCue. 
Sophomore John Colbert nailed 
a first place finish in the 50 with a 
spectacular time of 22.9. Junior 
Joe Harkaway's 24.4 was good 
enough for second place. 
Sophomore Ed Landry, record 
holder in the 100, 200, and 500 
freestyle events, swam to a first 
place, l :50.4 finish in the 200. 
Senior Jeff Wolff finished first in 
the 500 free well ahead of HC's 
Paul Robey. Bob Durie received 
first place honors in the 100 free on 
a judge's decision. 
Other first place finishes came 
from Steve Ferranti (200 IM), Jeff' 
Growney (220 back}, Greig 
Cronauer (200 breast stroke), and 
the 400 medley relay team of 
Growney, Ferranti, Alan Stuart, 
and Colbert. 
Also pacing the Wildcats to their 
opening win of the season were 
Wolff (3rd in the 200 free), Mike 
Hayden (3rd in the 200 IM), the 
400 f.reestyle relay of Growney, 
Bond, Paul Stark, and Mike · 
Galante, and the third place 
medley relay team of Jim Gargan, 
Cronauer,_ Craig Flock, and 
Wayne Wilusz. 
''There was no question that we 
would win the meet. We weren't 
· out to kill them (Holy Cross). We 
were out to have a good meet and 
swim everyone," noted senior co-
~aptain Ste':'~ Ferranti. 
UN H also fielded sever~l 
swimmers who competed in 
various ' events unofficially and 
turned in seve_ral respectable times 
for so early in the season. There 
were no diving events held during 
Wednesday's meet. 
"The team will do very well this 
season," concluded Sampson. 
. UN H hosts perenial power-
house Maine today in a meet 
beginning at 4:00 o.m. The · 
Wildcats won't continue 
competition until after break when 
they travel to . Colby College 
January 21 and face BC here, 
January 23. · 
UNH center Jackie MacMullan rises above the crowd at Boston 
College on Tuesday. (~ill Nader photo) , 
Basketball 
continued from page 28 _ 
coach Dr. Tom Davis. "We only 
outrebounded Bentley (93-67 
season opening win by five." BC 
outrebounded UNH, 44-25, 
including 15 on the offensive end. 
Despite the domination inside, 
BC could not take the lead until a 
Clark baseline jumper put the 
Eagles ahead to stay, 23-22, with 
4:55, remaining in the 1first half. 
BC playmaking guard John 
Bagley hit a jumper and came right 
back with a ·spinning . move 
through the lane that forced UNH 
to .call for time trailing, 27-22. 
T-P.e Eagles used full court 
pressure to open a 13 point lead 
with the Wildcats not only unable 
to beat the press, but on four 
occasions, they could not even 
inbound the ball successfully. 
"We have a freshman and a 
sophomore (Dan Nolan and Joe 
Rain1s) bringing the ball in, and we 
need some time," Friel said. "It's 
not the same as practice." 
UNH closed to within eight, 37-
29, and had a chance to make it six 
when Dixon stole the ball and 
waltzed in for what looked like a 
certain two. But Dixon, who did 
little wrong on the night, tried to 
jam it home, and watched as his 
attempt bounced off the rim and 
rolled out of bounds. 
· Ul'JH freshman wing Ken Chisholm (15) watches his shot slide-wide of RPI goalie-Gerry Fink.as Larry Landon 
moves in. (Art lllman photo) · · 
Bagley emphasized the mistake 
when he connected on a 15 foot 





,Tr~iling 51-43, UNH ran off 
seven unanswered points triggered 
by a Dixon steal, and subsequent 
layup. 
"When the time comes, 111 
play," Dixon said. "We were right 
there (51-50), I'll never forget it." 
· But the Eagles were not about to 
part with their lead a.s they came 
right back with 12 straight points, 
and displayed poise down the 
stretch hitting on 15 of their last 16 
free throws. 
UNH did not appear satisfied 
with the officiating. Friel flirted , : 
with a technical all night, but said 
the reason he never got one was 
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Women . hoopsters start season fast a~ 3-0 
· By Lori Holmes 
"It's a super way to start off the 
season," Basketball coach Cecilia 
Demarco said, "But I wouldn't 
want to coach too many more 
games like that." 
The Women's Basketball team 
squeaked by UConn and URI to 
win· the Tipoff tourney in 
Connecticut d·ur.ing the Thanks-
giving weekend. The squad edged 
Bosto_~ College, 53-50 on Tuesda_y. 
The Wildcat hoopsters won 
their first game 61 to 58 against the 
UConn players, with Junior Kathy 
Ladd leading the pack with 14 
points. 
Co-Captain Donna Couture, 
Linda Nielson, and Jackie 
MacMullen were all in double 
figures with 10 points each. 
"We lead the game the whole 
way through but a few too many 
mistakes brought both teams 
tight," De Marco said. 
The team couldn't convert on 
the important breaks, according to 
co-captain fatty Foster. 
Senior Cheryl Murtagh said, she 
expected some mistakes because it 
was their first game of the season. 
Both Murtagh and Foster felt 
their own timing was off because of 
the extended field hockey season. 
Strong shooting from the floor 
gave the team the final advantage 
over UConn. 
Junior Martha Morrison sank 
two free throws to push the team 
ahead for the win. 
"This win lifted our spirits for 
the second game," junior Kathy 
Ladd said. 
But URI's fast running stunned 
the UNH defense, according to 
Demarco. "We had to make the 
transition to adjust to the URI 
playing," she said. 
"The overall individual play 
helped us defeat URI," Demarco 
said. 
"Because of our win the night 
before, we played with confidence 
in our capability to execute," 
Demarco added. 
The team had three opportunn-
ies to win in regulation time but 
co1:1Id not convert the winning, 
points._ _ . 
Foul trouble was a factor in 
overtime when MacMullen and 
Nielson fouled out. 
"When you are playing a type of 
aggressive defense like we play, 
you hav~ to expect foul trouble," · 
Assistant coach Christine Basile 
said. · 
"This is where the bench is really 
needed and our bench made the 
difference that night," Demarco 
said. 
"We got 110% from our bench," 
Ladd added. 
. Martha Morrison came alive in 
the overtime period and took . 
charge with 12 points. 
Morrison lead the squad with 25 
points, MacMullen, Ladd and 
Nielson were in double figures with 
20, 13, and 10 points _respectively. 
'.'Winning this tournament 
showed a lot of the character of the 
team," Basile said, "The team is 
smart and enthusiastic and it will 
get them through a tough week."- · 
The Wildcats edged out URI in 
overtime . 86-84 in their next 
contest. "We can compete with anyone in 
.. -------------•the region," Nielson said. 
"The team still didn't play as 
well as they can," Demarco said, HOCKEY 
~They ·- should have "won both 
games more than they did.' 
"We are coming away With twci 
wins against two teams of good 
calibre," Demarco explained, "But 
they should be ready for us later in · 
the season." 
Demarco hopes the team stays· 
in good physical shape during this · 
next when they meet Boston 
College, Fordham University, and 
University of Vermont. 
The . biggest difference is the 
experience and the bench support -. 
from last year, Demarco 
explained. 
''The confidence will help us, we 
know we can take the close ones," 
Freshman Denise Higgins said. 
That confidence was needed hi 
the Boston College game, as the 
Wildcats beat the BC hoopsters 53 
to 50. 
••we played behind till the last· 
minutes of the game," Demarco 
said, "We didn't play well and ·BC 
\va~ well prepared for us." . 
Uenise Higgins kept the team 
going with 11 points, according to 
DeMarco, while Ladd bounced 
back in the last minutes with three· · 
key baskets. 
"Overall the team did not play 
up to their potential but a win is a, · 
win and no one can take that away 
· from y_ou," Demarco added. 
High scorers in the game were·. 
Higgins and Theresa Redmond-
with 11 yoints. 
"The team should be well rested 
for Fordham and Vermont," 
Demarco said . "There is no 
practice and we will go into the 
game_ rested." 
UNH forward Kathy Ladd is set to fire over BC center Amy 












at Bowling Green 




Granite State ho()p tournament: 
gOod 'teams need not apply here 
. -
Dec. 2 RPI 
5 BOWDOIN 
10 at Harvard 
14 at Boston College 
30&31 Auld Lang Syne Classic 
at Hanover, NH 
Jan. 6 NORTHEASTERN 
9 ST. LAWRENCE 
14 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
17 at RPI 
20 DARTMOUTH 
24 at Vermont 
27 MAINE 
31 at St. Lawrence 
Feb. 6 COLGATE 
7 YALE 




24 at Northeastern 
26 at Maine 
Mar. 1 BOSTON COLLEGE 
5 PROVIDENCE 
7 at Boston University 
BASKETBALL 
Date Opponent 
Nov. 29 & 30 Granite State Tourney 
at Durham, NH 
Dec. 2 at Boston College 
4 SPRINGFIELD 
9 at Maine 
13 at Harvard 
Jan. 2&3 Old Dominion Classic 
at Norfolk, VA 
7 ST. PETER'S 
10 DAR1MOUTH 
12 CONNECTICUT 
15 at Northeastern 
17 NIAGARA 
24 at Yale 
26 BROWN 
28 at Vermont 
Feb. 1 at Penn State 
4 COLGATE 
9 MAINE 
12 HOLY CROSS 
14 at Boston -University 
18 VERMONT 
21 NORTHEASTERN 
24 at Rhode Island 
28 MASSACHUSETTS . 
28 at Siena UNH junior center Mike K~ler receives a pass In front or Tim 
·--------------• Barrett during the Orst round of the Granite State tourney. (Art Ulman photo) ' 
. By Bill Nader 
The First Annual Granite State 
Basketball Tournament became 
history five days ago. In an effort_ 
to prevent that horrible aftertaste, 
let's play around with the main 
· course, order dessert, and discuss 
the interesting side of an 
uninteresting weekend over a few 
drinks. 
First, the main course. 
Saturday: 
UNH 67 St. Anselm's 58 
Dartmouth 61 Catholic Univ. 56 
Sunday: 
St. Anselm's 70 Catholic Univ. 61 
Dartmouth 86 UNH 65 
Okay, time for dessert. The 
special of the weekend is 
turnovers, any kind you like. 
Sloppy passes, traveling, three 
seconds, double dribble, and if you 
want, combine any of the flavors 
mentioned above or invent your 
own. 
On second thought, let's skip 
dessert and get right into the hard 
stuff. 
1 
Last year, UNH defeated 
Dartmouth 55-54. The Wildcats 
snapped a 12 game losing Streak 
with that win while the Big Green 
extended their winless streak to 10. 
The state of New Hampshire 
retained its claim on the longes_t, 
living losing streak in Division I, 
transferring the title from Durham 
to Hanover. 
Here they were again, only this 
time the scenario was different. 
Each team entered the contest with 
a 1-0 record, and it was more than 
just a game, it was a tournament 
championship. 
Before things get out of whack, 
it should be noted that the Granite 
State Tournament is without the 
prestige or the talent of most 
tournaments, so the champion is 
still closer to the Bottom 20 than 
. the Top 20. 
"In any basketball tournament 
where a Division 1 team is the host, 
three of the four teams involved 
must be a member of Division l. 
The state of New Hampshire has 
only two Division I teams. UNH, 
· the host school, and Dartmouth 
are not considered basketball 
powers (together they were 10-42 
last year), so the problem was to 
find a Division l team to fill out the 
third slot without permitting that 
team to leave the state with trophy 
in hand. 
Not an easy task, but a necessary 
one. New Hampshire basketball 
takes enough abuse without 
having the Granite State crown 
presented to the one team not from 
the Granite State. 
The dilemma was solved. 
Catholic University , from 
Washington, D.C., fit the 
requirements perfectly: Division 1, 
available, and not basketball-rich. 
But what made Catholic 
irresistable, was that the Cardinals 
lost their last 10 games last season, 
and will drop to Division 3 next 
year. It will be a good move for 
both Catholic and basketball. 
New Hampshire has two 
Division 2 basketball teams, St. 
Anselm's and New Hampshire 
College, both from Manchester. 
New Hampshire College was last 
season's Division 2 New England 
champion, and has its starting five 
back this year. St. Anselm's got the 
nod. Can't let the one Division 2 
team win a Division I tournament. 
Dartmouth disposed of 
Catholic, and UNH defeated St. 
Anselm's in the first round to 
create the all-New Hampshire, all-
Division 1 championship game. A 
proper ending to the Granite 
State's first tourney, except the 
finale was a boring, Big Green 
blowout that reminded one of last 
year's game without the losing 
streaks. 
Icewomen bea.t .Nu·,. 7-4 
By Sue Valenza 
The UNH women's hockey team 
opened its 1980-81 season with a 
decisive 7-4 victory over the 
visiting Northeastern Huskies 
Wednesday night. The win extends 
the Wildcat's undefeated streak to 
55 (54-0-1 overall, 22-0 last year) to 
mark the opening of another 
undoubtedly successful season. 
Senior captain Gaby Haroules 
_started off - the season's scoring 
with a rebound wrist shot tallied at 
the 14:00 mark of the first period . 
Haroules was assisted bv second 
llne teammates Marcy Panna-
becker and Kip Porter.. 
S u c c e· s s f u I f o r-e c h e c k i n g 
provided a three on one 
opportunity for the Wildcats just 
-one minute later, which freshman 
Sara Richards was able to . 
capitalize on. Assists ·on the goal 
went to freshman Robin Balducci 
and junior defenseman Cindy 
McKay. 
With the Wildcat lead extended 
to two goals, the Huskies made 
their offensive skills known as 
Carol Sullivan notched an 
unassisted goal ·followed by a 
quick rebound shot and scdre with 
seven and a half minutes remaining 
in the period. 
Northeastern didn't let up but 
was denied any chances of taking 
the lead by two outstanding glove 
saves 'made by UNH goalie and 
assistant captain Donna Nystrom. 
Pannabecker was the first to 
score in the period with a 
backhand shot to the short side at 
the 11 :46 mark. Less than 30 
seconds later, freshman center 
Lorie Hutchinson opened up a 
breakaway and was able to convert 
a Langlais assist. With 8:22 
remaining in the period, 
sophomore Kip .Porter scored her 
first goal of the season to extend 
·the Wildcat lead· 6-2 . Haroules 
assisted on both Pannabecker's 
and Porter's goals . 
Once again swamped by the 
Wildcat offensive lines, 
Northeastern pressured but was set 
1 back by a tripping penalty at the 
4:24 mark. UNH junior Cindy 
McKay let go four slapshots 
during the Wildcat powerplay but 
the offensive line was unable to tap 
any home. · 
With a commanding 6-2 lead 
going into the final period, the 
Wildcats exhibited powerful 
skating which paid off within the 
first three minutes of play. 
Pennabecker notched her second 
goal of the game off assists from 
Port~r and Haroules. · 
A minute and a half later, the 
Wildcats found themselves trying 
to kill a tripping penalty. 
Northeastern threatened with 
sev~ral scoring opportunities, but 
were turned away by a solid . 
Wildcat defense led by 
Hutchinson. The Wildcat's starting line 
provided the winning edge, scoring 
the go-ahead third goal at the 2:42 Although no longer playing with 
mark. The score came off the stick a one-man adv;mtage, the Huskies 
of junior forward Dic\ne Langlais continued to apply pressure which 
with an assist going to s9phomore produced two final · goals in the 
defenseman Cheryl Calder. The contest at the 12:00 and 4: 18 marks 
period ended with UNH on top 3- of the period. Time was then a 
2. factor against the Huskies as the 
"The turning point of the game closing period found UN H 
came in the first period when we claiming the 7-4 victory. 
were able to keep the score tied and McCurdy was pleased with 
get the third goal," fourth year Wednesday night's contest and 
head coach Russ McCurdY said. sees the team as being "potentially 
"Throughout the first period as good as last year.'' 
Donna (Nystrom) was immense. 
Northeastern could've had five "We played well and we skated 
well against Northeastern. We 
goals instead of two if it wasn't for_ really took control of the game in 
her saves." 
The Wildcats put together the SP~ond period," he added. 
successful offensive and defensive Returning for the Wildcats this 
play in the second _ period, out- season are an assortment of 
shooting a stunned Northeastern veterans as well as a fine field of 
squad 18-8. Out of those 18 shots freshmen. McCurdy however, isn"t 
on goal came three quick Wildcat really "depending on freshmen this 
scores, all coming within a three- year but on the veterans who've 
minute span. done it before.·· 
Although the Wildcats are a· 
little short at right defense, 
Hutchinson and Calder should fill 
in nicely. Senior all-time leading 
scorer Kathy Bryant will join 
forces with Haroules, Porter, 
Pannabecker, and assistant 
captain Diane Langlais in goal 
production this year. Impressive 
freshman Kathy Kazmaier and 
junior Lynn Walsh will see action 
in goal this season. 
"We had a good group of 
freshmen last year that matured 
quickly and they look pretty good 
this year. However, having such a 
winning streak has both 
advantages and disadvantages," 
McCurdv said. "It can motivate -
everyone to not let an inferior team 
beat them. A winning streak can · 
also make everyone more nervous 
because it makes things more 
significant in close game . We'll 
definitely be taking it one game at a 
time." 
Several players felt that the win 
against Northeastern was a good 
sign that the rest of the season will 
be successful. 
"Northeastern' beat Providence 
6-5 in overtime last week so this · 
WilS _an i_mportant win for us. We 
have a young defense but for a first 
game they ·played wen," said 
Nystrom. Providence was runner-
up to UNH in the EAIAW 
Championship last year. 
Northeastern coach Paula 
Dumart felt that the contest was a 
"good one and it will be a better 
game when we play next time. · 
- Jeanne Bates will assist 
McCurdy to complete the 
coaching staff this season. Other 
Wildcats include freshmen Terry 
Strack, Laura Brown, and Patsy 
Lyons; sophomores Betsy White 
and Ann Travers; and juniors 
Debbie Cunningham, Beth 
Newcombe, and Carol Fischer. 
Pre-season action saw UNH 
handily defeating clubs from 
Nashua and Assabet Valley, and a 
6-5 come-from-behind victory 
over Waltham. 
_ "The team has good spirit. 
That's what I look for and what 
I've seen so far, so I'm optimistic," · 
McCurdy concluded. 
The Wildcats travel to Montreal 
today to compete in the John 
Abbott Tournament this weekend. 
They face Colby and Brown in 
away games next week. 
UNH's Betsy White (S) skates away from a Northeastern defender in 
Wednesday's 7-4 win. (Jim Lorette photo) 
Sport shorts 
Gridders honored 
UNH's Steve Doig and Keith Reynolds were named to the first-
team EC AC defensive all-star squad. Junior tackle Jim Fitzgerald 
earned first team honors on offense. 
Doig, a junior linebacker, was UNH's leading tackler this past 
season, while Reynolds finished out his Wildcat career. -
In another poll, Sophmore tackle Ken Kaplan was the lone UNH 
player to earn first-team All-Yankee Conference honors. Fitzgerald, 
Reynolds, Tailback Jim Quinn, receiver Frank Keough and safety 
Peter Betgeron were named to the second team. . 
UNH's freshman tailback- Curt Collins was named Yankee · 
Conference rookie-of-the-year. Collins, listed at 5'8 165 lbs .• rushed 
for 527 yards and caught 16 passes for 189 yards. The Hamburg,, 
N .Y. native also handled much of the punt and kickoff return chores .. 
Stearns ends season 
Senior Guy Stearns placed 109th out of 238 runners in the NC AA 
Division 1 cross-country qualifying meet held November 24t_4_. The· 
meet, hosted by Wichita State University in Wichita, ".Kansas, 
f ea tu red only four eastern runners in it's field. Stearns was th.e only 
member of the. UN H squad to quaJify c;l_nd could return next year as 
~ graduate student: due to a remaining year of eligibility. . 
Playoffs set 
Wrestlers regrOup at 0-4 
The Division I-AA football playoffs will be held Dece-mber 13th 
it was announced Monday. Lehigh, ranked number one in the 
country (l-AA) by an NC AA poll, hosts third-ranked Eastern 
Kentuck~ in one game. Second-rank~d Grambling plays at number 
seven Boise State. . . · 
The winners of each game will meet December fQth in the 
Camelia Bowl held m Sacramento, California. Lehigh and Eastern 
Kentucky met in the. championship· game last year, Lehigh winning, 
By Steve Damish 
Two weeks ago, UNH wrestling 
coach Jim Urquhart had an 
optimistic outlook for the 1980-81 
season--a justified outlook. 
He was heading a solid, newly-
recruited lineup into a promisi_ng 
year-. Statements like, "We're 
ready to go," and "I can't see how 
we won't have a successful season," 
filled his conversations. 
Four meets later, Urquhart still 
retains his optimism. Only now, he 
finds an 0-4 record staring him in 
the face. 
The Wildcats have fallen to 
Springfield College, Saint 
Lawrence University, Boston 
University and Lowell University 
in the past 14 days--all but BU's 
meet, by decisive scores. 
"There is no way I think we 
should_ be 0-4 now," insists 
Urquhart. "We have problems. We 
just have to solve them before it's 
too late." 
The wrestler's most recent loss 
o'ccurred on November 25th, when 
the 'Cats were stunned by Lowell, 
28-19, at Lowell. 
"Lowell caught us off guard," 
said Urquhart. "Hopefully we 
learned our lesson. We can't take 
anyone lightly." 
Twq UNH forfeits (six points 
api:eee) 'at the ll8 'lb.' and·u1'1Hmitelr'· ~ 
~ l 1t!.il :i-! 
weight class gave Lowell a 12-point 
advantage which UNH was never 
able to overcome. 
Aside from the forfeitures, UNH 
outscored Lowell 19-16 in the meet. 
Although Urquhart misses the 
services of standouts Doug Unger 
(118 lbs.) and Joe LaCasse (hwt), 
out with a problem leg and pulled 
back respectively, a full lineup is 
expected to face Bowdoin. 
An opening at 167 lbs. required 
Urquhart to move his wrestlers up 
a weight class, to compensate for 
the void, in the Lowell meet. 
With the arrival of 1979-80 
letterman Bruce Cerullo (9-5) to fill 
the slot, Urquhart will be able to 
· ·return the wrestlers to their regular 
weights for Bowdoin. Freshman 
Kevin Murphy will further 
strengthen the team for Tuesday 
with his presence at heavyweight. 
"Now ·that we have everyone 
back at their regular weights and 
have a heavyweight," said 
Urquhart, "wfll be tough." 
UNH's future in wrestling? 
Urquhart expressed his optimism 
once more. 
"I hate fo lose," he said. "I don't 
believe winning is everything, but I 
don't like · to lose. I come from a 
school which was a big winner 
(URI). I know we can be like that 
he're ·soined-fy:'> •· 1 .·, • •· • :"'·'', 11, , .. 
,'.L q_oT '.i'l 1 
:, .... ~ ... ...., ... ,. ,.,_,,,. 1,,-,:;~·,..,. • ,1.r. 1,'l< • .., c.zl 
Kurt Massey, notching his 
second victory of the year, began 
UNH's scoring with a 17-8 (4-point 
superior) decision at 134 lbs,· 
making the score 9-4, Lowell. 
30-9. . 
After John Dillingham was 
decisioned at 142 lbs., 6-5, Randy 
Pettagene (150 lbs.) and Dave Yale 
(158 lbs.) recorded back-to-back 
wins to up the 'Cat's score 12 
points. 
Trackmen to open 
their winter season 
Pettagene boosted his dual-meet 
record to 4-0 by pinning Phil 
Conroy at 6:15 into his match, · 
while Kirk Holderbaum yielded to 
Yale because ofan injury sustained 
in the third period. 
Two Lowell triumphs _ later, 
netting ten team points, Frank 
Guadagnino rounded out UNH's 
scoring with a I 2-5 decision over 
Chuck Kolcdgy at 190 lbs. 
The loss was tough to swallow, 
but Urquhart's optimism 
remained. 
By Tony Zdunko 
Looking to improve on last 
season"s 6-5 record, the UNH 
indoor track team will open it's 
1980-81 season this Saturday at 
home at I p.m. against Holy Cross. 
Coach John Copeland looks at 
the new season with much 
optimism despite the loss of All-
American Alex Miller and NCAA 
qualifier Gary Crossan, from last 
year's squad. 
"We have much greater depth 
than last year," said Copeland, 
"the new freshmen, transfers and 
others who were not able to 
participate last season due to 
"Lowell was a uniqu_e situation. academic reasons should help to 
There's no doubt, if we had a heavy pick up the slack left by Crosson 
weight, we would have won," said and Miller." 
Urquhart. "This is just a setback Lead by tri _ captains G_uy 
now, it's nothing tragic. The Stearns, Tobey Russ, and Steve 
season is way early still." Smith, the Wildcats have many 
The 'Cats still have 16 scheduled bright spots in each of the events on the indoor track program. 
meets to wrestle in the upcoming "We have made some significant 
weeks, including their first home additions to our middle distance 
contest of the year to be held on squad," added Copeland. These 
Tuesday night against B?wdoin additions include freshmen Tom 
~olleg~. UNH took Bowdom25-14 Carey, Dave Gaskill, - .Andy -, 
Iast yeM,l ;(j t1:1>1i n: •, ,., .: , t,i• ">'tl ,~,~-,J11 .,~,~-'1 ,~ct•, ·dr,~• .. :-o" ' 
,~ .. ·~- • 't<l.:o., '- ,., '-~1->l-~ ~.A~') • \ 'i-i,, ~ ... -¢:¥• -: 1-~ 1.: "1;•. •~ '· • ., .. ,..t ot'lil ~l 
Johnsen, John Gilmore and Brad 
Kent. Returning to the mid-
distance squad is 1979 New 
England finalist Pete Bergeron. 
Copeland also seems high on his 
distance runners which include 
captain Stearsn, Dean Kimball, 
Dick Robinson and Scott Y akola, 
all o( which have the ability to run 
a 4:20 mile or better. 
The long jump squad will be 
without the services of Mike 
· Gooden until second semester due 
to a football injury. They will , 
however, open the season with 
freshmen Jamie Walters and Dave 
Paine, captain. Steve Smith and 
junior Greg DeVolder. 
Junior Brian Sommers will be 
returning to the triple jump team 
this season as the UNH record · 
holder with a jump of 45' 9". 
Freshmen Wayne Scott and 
Mike Guarino will head the high 
jump ·esvent while senior captain 
Tobey Russ and junior Bill 
Marcotte will lead the pole 
vaulters. 
TRACK, page 25 
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Sports 
Wildcats play up, play down; lose, • Will 
By Bill Nader 
.The UN H men's basketball team 
· evened its record at 2-2 here last 
' night with a 70-57 win over 
. Springfield Col_Iege after losing to 
Boston College, 72-58, in Roberts 
Center on Tuesday. But from a 
technical standpoint, the Wildcats 
played better basketball in their 
~oss than in their victory. 
For the first time this year, UN H 
was able to establish an inside 
game, mainly because Division 2 
Springfield was without its 
enforcer, senior Tony Jeffreys. 
And Springfield playing without 
Jeffreys is like the J. Geils Band 
playing without Peter Wolf. 
Jeffreys scored 39 points in 
Springfield's 84-70 victory against 
UNH last year, but yesterday night 
a sprained right ankle put him on 
the bench neatly dressed in a three-
piece suit. 
"Our guys were a little timid 
underneath,'' he said. "This is a 
Division I school and I think that 
had a lot to do with it.'' 
UN H forward Jack Burns came 
off the bench to capitalize on 
UN H's height advantage. Burns 
scored I I of his game high 15 
points during the first half, 
beginning with a driving layup and 
ending with a pair of free throws 
that resulted from hiI)l posting up 
· low on 6-2 Springfield forward 
Tyrone Settles. 
As a result, UNH increased a 14-
12 advantage to 33-21, and went 
into intermission leading, 37-25. 
"In the first half, we played no 
basketball," said Springfield coach 
Eddie Bilik. "They- beat us to 
everything. They're not quicker 
than us, they just wanted it more." 
In the second half, however. the 
Chiefs got into the game after Bilik 
was hit with a technical foul. 
"They bump a little bit, there's 
no call," Bilik complained. "We 
bump a little bit, they call the foul." 
UNH freshman guard Al 
McLain converted on the first of 
the complimentary free throws to 
put UNH in a good position, up 
52-40 with I I: 14 left to play. 
But UNH got sloppy. Leading 
56-48, the Wildcats turned the ball 
over against the Springfield press, 
and Settles found senior center 
Bob Posers alone underneath for 
an easy layup. 
After UNH captain Ken Herbert 
sank a free throw, McLain missed 
,,an uncontested layup off a 
Springfield turnover. 
The Ch-iefs failed to take 
advantage of the missed 
opportuaity, but got a second 
chance when Herbert committed a 
turnover. 
"We were lac·kadaisical in the 
second half.·· Herbert admitted. 
Springfield guard Buddy 
Clarke sent freshman forward 
Steve Parham away for two points, 
and 5-9 guard Paul Daly ( 13 
assists) added a free throw to cut 
the UNH lead to 57-53. 
UNH guard Randy Kinzlycame 
up with a big steal, was fouled, and 
hit both ends of a one-and one. 
"Forget about it,'' said UNH 
coach Gerry Friel, "and thank God 
we won. The thing is we played 
with so much intensity against 
· Boston College, ·and then we play 
· with no intensity tonight.·· 
Related story page 26 
The varying·' levels of intens·ity 
may have been influenced by 
Boston College being a member of 
th::: Big East, and Springfield being 
a member of Div)sion 2, but 
whatever the reason, the Wildcasts 
established themselves quickly 
against the highly-regarded 
Eagles. 
"This was a big difference from last 
year,•· said BC junior forward Rich 
Shrigley, a native of Nashua, NH. 
"They cut off our passing lanes 
( BC committed 22 turnovers)and 
they knew us well. .. 
UNH guard Robin Dixon (30 
points) hit his first two shots, and 
backcourt mate Al McLain added 
a layup off one of his six steals 
before Dixon buried another 
jumper. UNH led 8~. and BC 
called time out to slow down the 
unexpected tempo. 
Boston College proceeded to do 
to UNH what UNH did to 
Springfield. The Eagles took 
advantage of their inside game, 
and scored their first 17 points by 
going exclusively to the big men. 
Shrigley started things off with 
an offensive rebound ·that resulted 
in a three point play. 
Forwards Burnett Adams, 6-8 
Martin Clark, and 6-9 Jay 
Murphy, in order, turned offensive 
rebounds into·layups as BC scored 
I 3 of its first 17 points on second, 
third, and fourth opportunities. 
"We put special emphasis on 
that going into the game," said BC 
BASKETBALL, page 25 
, UNH sophomore forward Bob Neely arches a left-handed hook over 
St. A's center Ed Hjerpe. UNH won 67-58. (Art Illman photo) 
'Cats struggling with 1-2 ECAC mark 
By Larry McGrath 
On the wall in the men's locker 
room at Snively Arena is a three-
foot long piece of athletic trainer's 
tape. Scrawled on the tape in black 
magic marker is the slogan: 
"Detroit was fine in 79, but 
Duluth will be fun in '81." 
Detroit was the scene of the 
National Colligiate Athletic 
Association (NC AA) hockey 
playoffs two years ago. The' 
tournament will be held in Duluth, 
Minnesota this spring. 
UNH represented the Eastern 
College Athletic Conference at the 
NCAA's in 1979. This year the 
hopes of acquiring another banner 
. to hang from the rafters of Snively 
were high when the Wildcats left 
Durham for Princeton, New 
Jersey friday night. 
Wednesday the 'Cats blanked 
U.S. International University, 8-0 
behind Greg M offett's 46 saves and 
Frank Barth's three goals. On 
Friday, before their overnight bus 
trip, UNH thrashed defending 
EC AC champ Cornell, 8-2. Dan 
Forget getting the hat trick in that 
game. 
"They (Cornell) ·have got a g·oocf 
tea m--t hey're the def ending 
cbamp_s," Forget said. "But our 
defense was totally awesome." 
The Princeton game Saturday 
was delayed 45 minutes when the 
Zamboni (ice resurfacer) broke 
down. When the game finally 
. began, the Wildcats broke down, 
falling behind, 5-1 when 
Princetonys Ken Koenig beat 
UN H's Todd Pearsonat4:37 of the 
second period. The Tigers 
continued on to an 8-2 win, scoring 
three times while UNH had the 
man advantage. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic ·Institute 
was the opponent Tuesday night at 
Snively and the 'Cats wasted two-
goal performances by Andy 
Brickley and Chris Pryor in an 8-6 
loss. 
'"Teams are working successfully 
against us by dumping the puck in 
on us and forcing . us to make 1 
mistakes," UN H coach Charlie · 
Holt said. "The teams think we are 
vulnerable to pressure. We are not 
getting back in time. They're just 
outskating us." 
''We tried a new forechecking 
wrinkle against them in the second . 
period," RPI coach Mike Addessa 
said. "We sent a second man to 
their strong side to take l:lway their 
first pass. They could have had 
three-on-twos all night if they got 
the puck out. But they seemed to 
have a little trouble handling the 
puck, so we thought we would stay 
with it." 
"Princeton was like they (RPI) 
were," Holt said. "They had some 
quick players." 
. Moffett, who became UNH's 
all-time save leader against USIU 
breaking Cap Raeder's mark of 
1.896, had 39 saves (20 in the 
second period) Tuesday but was 
caught out of position on a couple 
of occasions while handling the 
puck. When Moffett was in his 
proper place, . he was called on to' 
make a number of rapid-fire stops 
as the Wildcat defense allowed 
RPI second and third chances at 
the puck. 
"It's not a case of knocking 
· somone down," Hold said. "It's 
just a matter of being there. It just ' 
means more work." 
"We're letting them (opponents) 
have two or three shots on net 
instead of one," co-captain Dana 
Barbin said, "We have a lot of 
talent here, but we may have 
forgotten that you have to work." 
The RPI loss gave the Wildcats a 
1-2 EC AC record (5-3 ov~rall). 
The same mark they held after 
three league_games in 1979. 
Cornell started out 2-4 before "You have to be disappointed, 
righting itselfand then sneaking up but we 're not panicking," Barbin 
on everyone in the playoffs_. said. "We did so well against 
"When -we were 1-2 in 19·;9 we Cornell. Maybe it just gave us a 
got wailed on by Harvard and then false impression. We're just going 
shellacked by RPI," Moffett, the to go back to a forecheck that 
Most Valuable Player in the 79 Coach Holt has been using for 13 
ECAC tournament, said. "What years. With the new one we've had 
turned us around was a trip to a lot of four-on-twos .. , 
Wisconsin. We played like a bunch The 1979 te·am was filled with 
of mules out there and the coaches star players. They had big guns to 
snapped and got the seniors to ' look to when they were in a slump. 
assume some responsibility." Ralph Cox, Bob Gould and Bruce 
UNH has five seniors on this . Crowder always seemed to get the 
year's squad, but the experience big_ goal, to ~?ost the Wildcats. 
hasn't reduced the number of Th1syearsed1ttonofUNHhockey 
critical turnovers the last two depends more on the team 
games. Against Princeton the 'Cats concept. Four lines skate regularly 
coughed up the puck 33 times, wit_h three sets of. defensemen, 
while RPI rece ·ived "an while Moffett and Pearson have 
unbelievable number of turnovers split the goaltending chores nearly 
probably 40," according to Holt. evenly (,Moffett's five games to 
Barbin was a sophomore two Pearson s three) . 
years ago when the Wildcats · Frank Barth, a senior wing, 
emerged from the Boston Garden skated on that championship 
JJNH's lone EC' 4 (' title. ,;quad and compared the two. 
... ·~ 
"The fact that we have a lot ot 
seniors, good goaltending and 
we've started out the same makes 
this team similar." Banh said." But 
we don't have any standouts. The 
key to our success is to work as a 
whole team and we haven't done . 
that since the beginning of the 
season.·· 
"Every year it's a matter of the 
seniors doing their thing,'' Moffett 
said. "My sophomore year("79) the 
seniors somehow got together and 
said, 'We don't have many games 
Ieft--let's break our butts.' We-'ve 
gotten good play from our seniors, 
hu·t not the 200 percent it takes to 
wm. 
RPI's Pierre Thibault (2) clears puck as teammate Mike Kondra (16) ties up UNH's Jay Miller in front of 
goaltender Gerry Fink in Tuesday's action. (Bill Hill photo) 
The Wildcats host the Polar 
Bears of Bowdoin College tonight · 
at 7:00 pm. The game with_ the 
Division II school will give the 
·Cats a chance to regroup. Athletic 
tickets will be honored despite 
Bowdoin's non-ECAC status. 
(New Hampshire reporter Gerry 
· Miles also contributed t0 this 
story.) 
